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Rpyal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples

Looking Forward, Looking Back
After some 500 years of a relationship that has swung from
partnership to domination, from mutual respect and co-operation
to paternalism and attempted assimilation, Canada must now
work out fair and lasting terms of coexistence with Aboriginal
people.

The Starting Point
The Commission has identified four compelling reasons to do so:
iCanada's claim to be a fair and enlightened society depends on
it. The lifechances of Aboriginal people, which are stillshamefully
low. must be improved. Negotiation, as conducted under the
current rules, has proved unequal to the task of settling
grievances. Continued failure may well lead to violence.
Canada as a Fair and Enlightened Society

Canada enjoys a reputation as a special place B a place where
human rights and dignity are guaranteed, where the rules of
liberal democracy are respected, where diversify among peoples
is celebrated. But this reputation represents, at best, a half-truth.
A careful reading of history shows that Canada was founded on a

series of bargainswith Aboriginal peoples B bargains this country
has never fully honoured. Treaties between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal governments were agreements to share the land.
They were replaced by policies intended to:
...remove Aboriginal people from their homelands.

...suppress Aboriginal nations and their governments.
...undermine Aboriginalcultures.
...stifle Aboriginal identity.

Itis now timeto acknowledgethe truth and begin to rebuild the
relationship among peoples on the basis of honesty, mutual
respect and fairsharing. The image of Canada in the world and
at home demands no less.

The Life Chances of Aboriginal People

Thethird volume ofourreport, Gathering Strength, probessocial
conditions amongAboriginal people. The picture itpresents is
unacceptable in a country that the United Nations rates as the
best place in the world to live.

Aboriginal people=s living standards haveimproved inthe past 50
years Bbutthey do notcomeclose to those ofnon-Aboriginal
people:

Life expectancy is lower.
Illness is more common.

Human problems, from family violence to alcohol abuse, are more
common too.

Fewer children graduate from highschool.
Far fewer go on to colleges and universities.

The homes ofAboriginal people aremore often flimsy, leaky and
overcrowded.

Water andsanitation systems in Aboriginal communities are more
often inadequate.

Fewer Aboriginal people have jobs.
n More spend time in jails and prisons.
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Aboriginal people do not want pityor handouts. They want
recognition that these problems are largely the result of loss of
their lands and resources, destruction of their economies and
social institutions, and denial of their nationhood.

They seek a range of remedies for these injustices, but most of
all, they seek control of their lives.

Failed Negotiations A relationship as complex as the one
between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people is necessarily a
matter of negotiation. But the current climate of negotiation is too
often rifewith conflict and confrontation, accusation and anger.
Negotiators start from opposing premises. Aboriginal negotiators
fight for authority and resources sufficient to rebuild their societies

and exercise self-government B as a matter of right, not privilege.
Non-Aboriginal negotiators striveto protect the authority and
resources of Canadian governments and look on transfers to
Aboriginal communities as privileges they have bestowed.
Frequent failure to come to a meeting of minds has led to
bitterness and mistrust among Aboriginal people, resentment and
apathy among non-Aboriginal people. In our report, we
recommend four principles for a renewed relationship B to restore
a positive climate at the negotiating table B and a new political
framework for negotiations. We discuss the principles at the end
of this chapter and the new framework in Chapter 2.
Risk of Violence

Aboriginal people have made it clear, in words and deeds, that
they will no longer sit quietly by, waiting for their grievances to be

heard and their rightsrestored. Despite their long history of
peacefulness, some leaders fear that violence is in the wind.

What Aboriginal people need is straightforward, if not simple:
control over theirlivesin place of the well-meaning but ruinous
paternalism of past Canadian governments lands, resources and
self-chosen governments with which to reconstructsocial,
economic and political order time, space and respect from
Canada to heal their spirits and revitalizetheir cultures

The Ghosts of History

Every Canadian will gain ifwe escape the impasse that breeds
confrontation between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
across barricades, realor symbolic. But the barricades will not fall

until we understandhow they were built
Studying the past tells us who we are and where we came from.

It often reveals a cache ofsecrets that some people are striving to
keep hidden andothers are striving to tell. In thiscase, ithelps
explain howthe tensions between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
people came to be, and why they are so hard to resolve.

Canadians know little about the peaceful and co-operative
relationship that grew up between First Peoples andthe first
European visitors in the early years ofcontact They know even

less about how it changed, over the centuries, into something

less honourable. In our report, we examine that history in some
detail, for its ghosts haunt us still.

The ghosts take the form ofdishonoured treaties, theft of
Aboriginal lands, suppression ofAboriginal cultures, abduction of
Aboriginal children, impoverishment and disempowerment of
Aboriginal peoples. Yetatthe beginning, noone could have
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predicted these results, forthe theme of eariy relations was, for
the most part, co-operation.

The relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
evolved through four stages:
There was a time when Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
lived on separate continents and knew nothing of one another.
Followingthe years of firstcontact, fragile relations of peace,
friendship and rough equalitywere given the force of law in
treaties. Then power tilted toward non-Aboriginal people and
governments. They moved Aboriginal people off much of their

land and took steps to civilize and teach them European ways.
Finally, we reached the present stage B a time of recovery for
Aboriginal people and cultures, a time for critical review of our
relationship, and a time for its renegotiation and renewal.

Many of today=s malfunctioning laws and institutions B the Indian
Act and the break-up of nations into bands, to name just two B

are remnants of the third stage of our history. But there was
honour in history, too; indeed, the foundations of a fair and

equitable relationshipwere laid in our eariy interaction.
Stage 1: Separate Worlds
Before 1500, Aboriginal societies in the Americas and

non-Aboriginal societies in Europe developed along separate
paths, in ignoranceof one another. The varietyin their languages,
cultures and social traditions was enormous. Yet on both sides of

the Atlantic, independent peoples with evolving systems of
government B though smaller and simpler than the nations and

governments we know today flourished and grew.
In the southeastern region of North America, the Cherokee were

organized intoa confederacy of some 30 cities, the greatest of
which was nearly as large as imperial London when English
explorers first set eyes on it Furthersouth, in Central and South

America, Indigenous peopleshad carved grand empires out of
the mountains and jungles long before Cortez arrived. In northern

North America, Aboriginal cultures were shaped by environment
and the evolution of technology:
The plentiful resources of sea and forest enabled west coast
peoples to build societies of wealth and sophistication. On the

prairies and northern tundra, Aboriginal peoples lived in close
harmony with vast, migrating herds of buffalo and caribou. Inthe
forests of central Canada, Aboriginal peoples harvestedwild rice
from the marshes and grewcorn, squash and beans beside the

river banks, supplementing their crops byfishing, hunting and
gathering. On the east coast and in thefar north, the bounty of
thesea and land and their own ingenuityenabled Aboriginal
peoples to survive in harsh conditions.

TheAmericas were not, as the Europeans told themselves when

they arrived, terra nullius emptyland.

Stage 2: Nation-to-Nation Relations

Encounters between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people began

toincrease in number and complexity in the 1500s. Early contact
unfolded roughlyas follows:

Mutual curiosity and apprehension. An exchange ofgoods
tentative at first, then expanding steadily. Barter and trade deals
friendships and intermarriage, creating bonds between individuals
and families. Military and trade alliances, creating bonds between

and among nations.
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Non-Aboriginal accounts of early contact tend to emphasize the
discovery and development of North America by explorers from
Europe. But this is a one-sided view. For at least 200 years, the
newcomers would not have been able to survive the rigours of
the climate, succeed in their businesses (fishing, whaling, fur
trading), or dodge each other's bullets without Aboriginal help.
Cautious co-operation, not conflict, was the theme of this period,
which lasted into the eighteenth or nineteenth century, depending
on the region. Forthe most part, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
people saw each other as separate, distinct and independent.
Each was in charge of its own affairs. Each could negotiate its
own military alliances, its own trade agreements, its own best
deals with the others. Co-operation was formalized in two
important ways:

Intreaties, which were set down in writing by British, French and
other European negotiators and solemnized by Aboriginal nations
in oral and visual records, including wampum belts. Inthe
extraordinary document known as the Royal Proclamation of
1763. Treaty MakingTreaty making among Aboriginal peoples

dates back to a time long before Europeans arrived. Aboriginal
nations treated among themselves to establish peace, regulate
trade, share use of lands and resources, and arrange mutual

defence. Through pipe smoking and other ceremonies, they gave
these agreements the stature of sacred oaths.

European traditions of treaty making date to Roman times, but in

the seventeenth century, they took on new importance. They
became the means for the newborn states of Europe to control
their bickering and warfare B indeed, to end it forlong periods.
Treatieswere a way of recognizing each other=sindependence
and sovereignty and a mark of mutual respect.
In the colonies that became Canada, the need for treaties was
soon apparent. The land was vast, and the colonists were few in

number. They feared the mightof the Aboriginal nations
surrounding them. Colonial powers were fighting wars for trade
and dominance all over the continent They needed alliances with
Indian nations..

The British colonial governments approach to the treatieswas

schizophrenic. Bysigning, British authorities appeared to
recognize thenationhood ofAboriginal peoples andtheir equality
as nations. But they also expected First Nations to acknowledge

theauthority ofthemonarch and, increasingly, to cedelarge

tracts of land to British control B for settlement andto protect it
from seizure by other European powers or by the United States..

The Aboriginal view ofthe treaties was very different They
believed whatthe king's men told them, thatthe marksscratched

on parchment captured the essence oftheir talks. Theywere
angered and dismayed to discover laterthat what had been

pledged in words, leader to leader, was not recorded accurately.

They aocepted themonarch, but only as a kind of kin figure, a
distant protector who could be called onto safeguard their
interests and enforce treaty agreements. They had no notion of
giving uptheir land, a concept foreign to Aboriginal cultures..

The Two Row Wampum, abelt commemorating a 1613 treaty
between the Mohawk and the Dutch, captures the understanding

ofAboriginal peoples Btreaties were statements ofpeace,
friendship, sharing or alliance, not submission orsurrender:.

Abed of white wampum symbolizes the purity ofthe agreement.
fiIe:D:\wpdocs\rcap\highlights-1 .htm
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There are two rows of purple, and those two rows represent the

spiritof our ancestors. Three beads of wampum separating the
two purple rows symbolize peace, friendship and respect The
two rows of purple are two vessels travelling down the same river
together. One, a birch bark canoe, is for the Indian people, their
laws, their customs and their ways. The other, a ship, is for the
white people and their Iaw6, their customs and their ways. We
shall each travel the river together, side by side, but in our own
boat Neither of us willtry to steer the other's vessel.
The Royal Proclamation
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 was a defining document in the
relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in
North America. Issued in the name of the king, the proclamation

summarized the rules that were to govern British dealings with
Aboriginal people B especially in relation to the key question of
land.

Itis a complex legal document, but the central messages of the
proclamation are clearin its preamble. Aboriginal people were not
to be Amolested or disturbed on their lands. Transactions

involving Aboriginal land were to be negotiated properly between
the Crown and Assemblies of Indians. Aboriginal lands were to
be acquired only by fair dealing: treaty, or purchase by the
Crown. The proclamation portrays Indian nations as autonomous
political entities, living under the protection of the Crown but
retaining their own internal political authority. Itwalks a fine line
between safeguarding the rights of Aboriginal peoples and
establishing a process to permit British settlement. It finds a
balance in an arrangementallowing Aboriginal and

non-Aboriginal peopleto divide and share sovereign rights to the
lands that are now Canada..

More than a hundred yearslater, in 1867, the arrangement we
know as Confederation would also allow for power sharing
among diverse peoples and governments. But the first confederal
bargain was with First Peoples.

Stage 3: Respect Gives Way to Domination

In the 1800s, the relationship betweenAboriginal and

non-Aboriginal people began totilt onits foundation ofrough
equality. The number of settlers wa9swelling, and so was their
power.As they dominated the land, so they came to dominate its
original inhabitants. They gained power as a result of four

changes that were transforming the country:

1. The population mix was shifting to favour the settlers.
Immigration continued to add to theirnumbers, whiledisease and

poverty continued to diminish Aboriginal nations. By1812,

immigrants outnumbered Indigenous people In Upper Canada by
a factor of ten to one.

2. The fur trade was dying, and with itthe old economic

partnership between traders and trappers. The neweconomy
was based on timber, minerals, agriculture. Itneeded land B not
labour B from Aboriginal people, who began to be seen as

impediments to progress* instead ofvalued partners.

3. Colonial governments in Upper and Lower Canada no longer
neededAboriginal nations as military allies. The British had

defeated all competitors north of the 49th parallel. South ofit, the

United States had fought for self-government and won The
continent was at peace.
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4. An ideology proclaiming European superiorityover all other
peoples of the earth was taking hold. It provided a rationale for
policies of domination and assimilation, which slowly replaced
partnership in the North American colonies. These policies
increased in number and bitter effect on Aboriginal people over
many years and several generations.

Ironically, the transformation from respectful coexistence to
domination by non-Aboriginal laws and institutions began with the
main instruments of the partnership: the treaties and the Royal
Proclamation of 1763. These documents offered Aboriginal
people not only peace and friendship, respect and rough equality,
but also protection'.
Protection was the leading edge of domination. At first, it meant

preservation of Aboriginal lands and cultural integrity from
encroachment by settlers. Later, it meant assistance', a cods

word implying encouragement to stop being Aboriginal and
merge into the settler society.
Protection took the form of compulsory education, economic
adjustment programs, social and political control by federal
agents, and much more. These policies, combined with

missionary efforts to civilize and convert Indigenous people, tore
wide holes in Aboriginal cultures, autonomy and feelings of
self-worth.

Policies of Domination and Assimilation

No Canadian acquainted with the policies of domination and
assimilationwonders why Aboriginal people distrust the good

intentions of non-Aboriginal peopleand theirgovernments today.
Colonial and Canadian governments established reserves of land
for Aboriginal people "usually of inadequate size and resources "

with orwithout treaty agreements.The system began in 1637,
with a Jesuit settlement at Silleryin New France. Reserves were

designed to protect Aboriginal people and preserve their ways,
but operated instead to isolate and impoverish them.

In 1857. the Province ofCanada passed an actto Encourage the
Gradual Civilization of the Indian Tribes. It providedthe means for
Indians Aof good character (as determined by a board of

non-Aboriginal examiners) to be declared, for all practical
purposes, non-Indian. As non-Indians, they were invited to join

Canadian society, bringing a portion oftribal land with them. Only
one man, Elias Hill, a Mohawk from the Six Nations, is known to
have accepted the invitation.

By thebeginning ofthenineteenth century, significant numbers of
Metis peoplewere living in almostall partsof Canada. Their

heritage of Aboriginal, French andBritish cultures, combined with
theirexperience as intermediaries between the factions

competing for trade and territory, resulted in their emergence as

distinct peoples with their own culture, institutions and lifeways.

But British and Canadian policy toward Metis people was

dismissive. They were not Indians', and they were not legitimate

settlers. The usual practice wasto declare them squatters' and
edge them off the land they were farming when preferred settlers
moved in.

Under Louis Riel. the Metis of the Red River Valley struggled for

their own land and government. They were promised both inthe
Manitoba Actof 1870, but those promises were later denied

Many moved further west and north, where they again fought for
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land and political recognition. In the spring of 1885 their forces
were crushed at Batoche by a military expedition sent by Ottawa.

The people were dispersed again, and to this day, their claims for
a secure land base and their own forms of government have not
been settled.

Confederation, declared in 1867, was a new partnership between
English and French colonists to manage lands and resources
north of the 49th parallel. Itwas negotiated without reference to
Aboriginal nations, the first partners of both the French and the
English. Indeed, newly elected Prime Minister John A. Macdonald
announced that it would be his government's goal to "do away
with the tribalsystem, and assimilate the Indian people in all
respects with the inhabitants of the Dominion."

The British North America Act. young Canada's new constitution,
made Alndians, and Lands reserved for the Indians a subject for
government regulation, like mines or roads. Parliament took on

the job with vigour B passing laws to replace traditionalAboriginal

governments with band councilswith insignificant powers, taking
control of valuable resourceslocated on reserves, taking charge
of reserve finances, imposing an unfamiliar system of landtenure,
and applying non-Aboriginal concepts of marriage and parenting.

These laws, and others, were codified inthe Indian Acts of 1876,
1880,1884 and later. The Department of the Interior (later, Indian
Affairs) sent Indian agents to every region to see that the laws
were obeyed.
In 1864, the potlatch ceremony, central to the cultures of west

coast Aboriginal nations, was outlawed. In 1885, the sun dance,
centralto the cultures of prairie Aboriginal nations, was outlawed.
Participation was a criminal offence.

In 18B5. the Department of Indian Affairs instituted a pass
system. No outsider could come onto a reserve to do business

with an Aboriginal resident withoutpermission from the Indian
agent. In many places, the directives were interpreted to mean
that no Aboriginal person could leave the reserve without

permission from the Indian agent. Reserves were beginning to
resemble prisons.

in 1849, the first of what would become a network of residential

schools for Aboriginal children was opened in Alderville, Ontario.
Church and government leaders had come to the conclusion that
the problem (as they saw it) of Aboriginal independence and
'savagery'could be solved by taking children from their families at

an eariy ageand instilling thewaysof the dominant society during
eight or nine yearsof residential schoolingfarfrom home.

Attendance was compulsory. Aboriginal languages, customsand
habits ofmind were suppressed. Thebonds between many
hundreds of Aboriginal children and their families and nations
were bent and broken, with disastrous results.

During this stage inthe changing relationship, Canadian
governments moved Aboriginal communities from one place to

another atwin. ifAboriginal peoplewere thought to have too little

food, theycould be relocated where gamewas more plentiful or
jobs might be found. If they were suffering from illness, they could

berelocated tonew communities where hearth services, sanitary
facilities and permanent housing might be provided. If they were
in theway ofexpanding agricultural frontiers, or in possession of

land needed for settlement, theycould be relocated for their own
protection'. If their lands contained minerals to be mined, forests
to be cut, orrivers to be dammed, they couldbe relocated inthe
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national interest.

In each world war, more than 3,000 registered Indians and
unrecorded numbers of Inuit, Metis and non-status Indian people
volunteered for the Canadian Armed Forces. Their contributions

of life, limb and money were appreciated at home, and most of
the volunteers found acceptance on the battiefield. Hundreds lost
their lives there or were wounded.

Those who survived asked for no special honours, but they
expected to be treated as other war veterans were on their return

to Canada. They were not. They were denied many of the
benefits awarded to other vets. Land was taken from their
reserves and used for military purposes' or awarded to

non-Aboriginal veterans. Those left alivetoday are still seeking
recognition for their partin the war effort and compensation for
their later losses.

Treaties were still the chosen means of managing the

relationship. Butthe treaty process was increasingly strained by
conflicting interpretations of their purpose.

The purpose of the treaties, in Aboriginal eyes, was to work out

ways of sharing lands and resources with settlers, without any
loss of theirown independence. But the representatives of the

Crown had cometo see the treaties merely as a tool for clearing
Aboriginal people off desirable land.

To induce First Nations to sign, colonial negotiators continued to
assurethem thattreaty provisions were not simply agreed, but
guaranteed to them B for as long as the sun shone and the rivers
flowed.

Stage 4: Renewal and Renegotiation

Policies ofdomination and assimilation battered Aboriginal
institutions, sometimes to the point of collapse. Poverty, ill health
and social disorganization grew worse. Aboriginal people
struggled for survival as individuals, their nationhood erased from
the public mindand almost forgotten by themselves.

Resistance to assimilation grew weak, butitnever died away. In
the fourth stageof the relationship, itcaught fire and beganto
grow into a political movement. One stimulus was the federal

government's White Paperon Indian policy, issued in 1969.

TheWhite Paper proposed to abolish the Indian Act and all that
remained ofthespecial relationship between Aboriginal people
and Canada Boffering instead what it termed equality. First
Nations were nearly unanimous in their rejection. They sawthis
imposed form of 'equality as a coffin for their collectiveidentities

Bthe end oftheir existence as distinct peoples. Together with
with Inuit and Metis, they began realize the full significance of
their survival inthe face of sustained effortsto assimilate them.

They began to see their struggle as part of a worldwide human

rights movement ofIndigenous peoples. They began to piece

together the legal case for their continuity as peoples " nations
within Canada "and to speak out about it.

They studied their history and found evidence confirming that
they have rights arising from the spirit andintent of their treaties
andthe Royal Proclamation of 1763. Theytook heart from
decisions ofCanadian courts, most since 1971. affirming their
special relationship with the Crown and their unique interest in
their traditional lands. They set about beginning to rebuild their
communities and their nations with new-found purpose.
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The strong opposition of Aboriginal people to the White Paper's
invitation to join mainstream society took non-Aboriginal people
by surprise. The question of who Aboriginal people are and what
their place is in Canada became central to national debate.
A dozen years of intense political struggle by Aboriginal people,

including appeals to the Queen and the British Parliament,
produced an historic breakthrough. AExisting Aboriginal and
treaty rights were recognized in the Constitution Act, 1982.

This set the stage for profound change in the relationship among
the peoples of Canada, a change that most governments have
nevertheless found difficult to embrace.

The Way Forward

The policies of the past have failed to bring peace and harmony
to the relationship between Aboriginal peoples and other
Canadians. Equally, they have failed to bring contentment or
prosperityto Aboriginal people.

In poll after poll, Canadians have said that they want to see
justice done for Aboriginal people, but they have not known how.
In the following chapters, we outline a powerful set of interlinked
ideas for moving forward.

In the years since the White Paper, Canadian governments have
been prodded into giving Aboriginal communities more local

control. They have included more Aboriginal people in decision
making and handed over bits and pieces of the administrative
apparatus that continues to shape Aboriginallives.

Butgovernments haveso far refused to recognize the continuity
of Aboriginal nations and the need to permit their decolonization
at last. By their actions, if not their words, governments continue

to block Aboriginal nations from assumingthe broad powers of
governance that would permit them to fashion their own

institutions andworkouttheir own solutions to social, economic
and political problems. It isthis refusal thateffectively blocksthe
way forward.

The new partnership we envision is much more than a political or
institutional one. It must be a heartfelt commitment among
peoples to live together in peace, harmony and mutual support
Forthis kind of commitment to emerge from the current climate of

tension and distrust, itmust be founded in visionary principles. It
must also have practical mechanisms to resolve accumulated

disputes and regulate thedaily workings ofthe relationship.
We propose four principles as the basis of a renewed
relationship.

1 Recognition

The principle of mutual recognition calls on non-Aboriginal

Canadians torecognize that Aboriginal people are the original
inhabitants and caretakers ofthis land and have distinctive rights
and responsibilities flowing from that status. It calls onAboriginal
people to acceptthat non-Aboriginal peopleare also of this land

now, by birth and by adoption, with strong ties oflove and loyalty,
it requires both sidesto acknowledge and relate to one another
as partners, respecting each other'slaws and institutions and
co-operating for mutual benefit.
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2 Respect

The principle of respect calls on allCanadians to create a climate
of positive mutual regard between and among peoples. Respect
provides a bulwark against attempts by one partner to dominate
or rule over another. Respect for the unique rights and status of
First Peoples, and for each Aboriginal person as an individual
with a valuable culture and heritage, needs to become part of
Canada's national character.

3 Sharing

The principle of sharing calls for the giving and receiving of
benefits in fair measure. It is the basis on which Canada was

founded, for if Aboriginal peoples had been unwilling to share

what they had and what they knew about the land, many of the
newcomers would not have lived to prosper. The principle of

sharing is central to the treaties and centralto the possibility of
real equality among the peoples of Canada in the future.
4 Responsibility

Responsibility is the hallmark of a mature relationship. Partners in

such a relationship must be accountablefor the promises they
have made, accountable for behaving honourably, and

accountable for the impactof theiractions on the well-being of
the other. Because we do and alwayswill share the land, the best
interests of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people will be served if
we actwith the highest standards of responsibility, honesty and
good faith toward one another.

We propose that treaties be the mechanism forturning principles
into practice. Overseveral hundred years, treatymaking has been
used to keep the peace and share the wealth of Canada. Existing
treaties between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, however

dusty from disuse, contain specific termsthateven now help
definethe rights and responsibilities of the signatories toward one
another.

We maintain that new and renewedtreaties can be used to give

substance to the four principles of a justrelationship. How they
can be used is explained in Chapter 2.
Back to RCAP HomBoage
deck to Peool6 to Peoo/a. Nation to Nation
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•

the Relationship
To restore the essence ofthe early relationship between
Aboriginaland settler societies described in Chapter 1, the
elements of partnership must be recreated in modern

form. The starting point forthis transformation is
recognition of Aboriginalnationhood.

Aboriginal Peoples as Nations
The arguments for recognizing that Aboriginal peoples are nations spring from the past and the present
They were nations when they forged military and trade alliances with European nations. They were
nations when they signed treaties to share their lands and resources. And they are nations today in their
coherence, their distinctiveness and their understanding of themselves.
Recognition of Aboriginal nationhood poses no threat to Canada or its political and territorial integrity.
Aboriginal nations have generallysought coexistence, co-operation and harmony in their relationswith
other peoples. What they seek from Canada now is their rightful place as partners in the Canadian
federation.

This chaptershows how the foundations of Aboriginal nationhood were undone and how they can be
rebuilt.

The Case for Self-Government

Aboriginal people tracetheir existence and their systems of government back as far as memoryand oral
history extend. They saythatthe ultimate source oftheir right to be self-governing is the Creator. The
Creator placed each nation on itsownland andgave the people the responsibility of caring for the land
and one another until the end of time.

Three other sources ofthe right ofself-government apply to Aboriginal peoples:

•

In Canadian history, the oolonial powers won no'rights of conquest', for there
was no conquest. Nor was North America terra nullius, free for the taking, as

was claimed later. In most oftheir early dealings with Indigenous peoples in what
is now Canada, the colonial powers recognized them asself-governing nations
codifying their recognition in treaties and in the Royal Proclamation of 1763.

• Aboriginal peoples' right ofself-government within Canada isacknowledged and
protected bythe constitution. It recognizes that Aboriginal rights are older than

Canada itself and that their continuity was part of the bargain between Aboriginal

andnon-Aboriginal people thatmade Canada possible.

Aboriginal nations have accepted the need for power sharing with Canada. In return they ask
Canadians to accept that Aboriginal self-government is not, and can never be. a'gifr from an
enlightened' Canada^ The right is inherent in Aboriginal people and their nationhood and was exercised
for centuries before the arrival of European explorers and settlers. It is aright they ns^r surrendered and

now want to exercise once more.

^Canada
"'T™*
aS partners
in theof C0Tn*]&i
^"gements
that make
up Canada 122?tffitEXh*
Indeed, we hold that Abongmal
governments
are one
three orders
of government
in
Canada federal provmc^lAerritorial, and Aboriginal. The three orders are aut^off^S?^
spheres of jurisdiction, thus sharing the sovereignty of Canada as awhole. Aboriginal^^ovemZte are
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notlike municipal governments, which exercise powers delegated from provincial andterritorial
governments.

Shared sovereignty is an important feature of Canadian federalism. It permitted the early partnership
between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, and later it permitted the union of provinces that became
Canada.

Canadian governments are coming gradually to acceptthe idea of sharedsovereignty and Aboriginal
self-government. Butthey have been loath to hand over the full range of powers needed by genuinely
self-governing nations or the resources needed to make self-government a success.

Rebuilding Aboriginal Nations
We have concluded that the right of self-government cannot reasonably be exercised by small, separate
communities, whether First Nations, Inuit or Metis, it should be exercised by groups of a certain size
groups with a claim to the term 'nation'

The problem is that the historical Aboriginal nations were undermined by disease, relocations and the full
array of assimilationist government policies. They were fragmented into bands, reserves and small
settiements. Only some operate as collectivities now. They will have to reconstruct themselves as nations.
We believe strongly that membership in Aboriginal nations should not be defined by race. Aboriginal
nations are political communities, often comprising people of mixed background and heritage. Their
bonds are those of culture and identity, not blood. Their unity comes from their shared history and their
strong sense of themselves as peoples.
The work of reconstructing their nations poses great challenges for Aboriginal people. They will need to

•

reconnect communities split apart by years of band or settlement administration
develop constitutions, design structures, and train personnel to make laws and
administer decisions

negotiate new relations with the other two orders of government in Canada

They will need to develop their human resources They will have to build an Aboriginal public service

from the strong base in community administration they have now. They will have to encourage the
attitudes necessary to be self-governing. And they will have to promote healingthe deep social and
spiritual recovery process alreadyunder way in many Aboriginal communities.

To support the rebuilding of Aboriginal nations andshift from paternalistic policies to partnership
relations, we propose a bold starting place: a new Royal Proclamation, issued by the Monarch as
Canada's head of state and guardian of the rights of Aboriginal peoples.

A new proclamation would signal, in dramatic terms, a newday for Aboriginal people. Its all-important
preamble should contain these elements:

•

Reaffirmation of Canada's respect for Aboriginal peoples as distinct nations.

•

Acknowledgement of harmful actions by past governments, which deprived
Aboriginal peoples oftheir lands and resources and interfered with family life,

•

A statement placing therelationship on a footing ofrespect, recognition, sharing
and mutual responsibility thusending thecycle ofblame and guilt andfreeing

•

Affirmation ofthe right of Aboriginal peoples to fashion their ownlives and
control their own governments and lands not as a grant from otherCanadian

spiritual practices and governance structures.

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peopleto embracea shared future.

governments, but asa right inherent in them as peoples who have occupied

these lands from time immemorial.

•

Acknowledgement that justice andfair play are essential for reconciliation

between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people and acommitment by Canada to
create institutions and processes to strive for justice.

The proclamation should be followed by the enactment of companion legislation by the Parliament of
Canada legislation to create the new laws and institutions needed to implement the renewed
relationship. Their combined purpose is to provide the authority and tools for Aboriginal people to
fiie:D:\wpdocsVcap\high!ights-2.htm
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structure their own political, social and economic future.

Of particular importance among these laws is an Aboriginal Nations Recognition and GovernmentAct to

give the government of Canada a mechanism for acknowledging established Aboriginal nations once
their processes of internal reconstruction and institution building arecomplete.

To prepare for the newstart, the federal government will needto undergo some reorganization of itsown:
•

The Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development andthe ministerial

•

A newsenior cabinet position, the Minister for Aboriginal Relations, and a new
Department ofAboriginal Relations should be assigned to negotiate and

•

Anotherminister, the Minister of Indian and Inuit Services, and a new Indian and
Inuit Services department should be assigned to deliver the gradually

position that goes with it should be eliminated.

manage new agreements and arrangements from the federal government's side.
diminishing services coming from the federal level.

The Prime Minister should assume responsibility for launching and sustaining the renewed relationship
and signal the significance ofthe new deal by participating atevery stage.
Models and Powers of Self-Government

Aboriginal visions of self-government are as varied as their traditions, circumstances and aspirations.
Scores ofdetailed proposals for self-government have been drawn up by Aboriginal peoples across

Canada. The Commission Identified three basic models, each with many possible variations. These
modelsareall realistic and workable inthe framework of the Canadian federation.

Nation Government

Aboriginal people with astrong sense of shared identity and an exclusive territorial base will probably opt
for the 'nation' model of self-government. Inside their boundaries, nation governments would exercise a

wide range ofpowers and authority. They might choose toincorporate elements oftraditional
governance. They could choose aloose federation among regions or communities or a more
centralized form ofgovernment. They will need to find ways ofrepresenting the interests of
non-Aboriginal residents in decision making.
Public Government

in some regions, Aboriginal people are the majority in territory they share with non-Aboriginal people for

example, in the more northerly parts of the country. Existing agreements (such as the Nunavut
Agreement) signal that Aboriginal nations in that situation will probably opt for the 'public' model of
self-government. In this model, all residents participate equally in the functions of government, regardless
oftheir hentage. Structures and processes of government would likely be similar to those ofother

Canadian governments but with adaptations to reflect Aboriginal traditions and protect Aboriginal
Community of Interest Government

In urban centres, Aboriginal people from many nations form aminority of the population They are not
nations' in the way we define it, but they want ameasure of self-government nevertheless especially in
relation to education, health care, economio development, and protection of their cultures. Urban
Abongmal governments could operate effectively within municipal boundaries, with voluntary

membership and powers delegated from Aboriginal nation governments and/or provincial governments.
In our judgement, the right of Aboriginal governments to exercise authority over all matters relating to the
good government and welfare of Aboriginal peoples and their territories is an existing Aboriginal right and

istherefore recognized and affirmed bytheconstitution.

*«•««•« "9m ana
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Legally, nothing prevents Aboriginal governments from taking charge of core issues in their communities
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and nations tomorrow. Practically, of course, they are tied into existing program arrangements with other

governments. Before they can reasonably be expected to take charge, agreements about new funding
formulas and many other issues are needed.

Matters on the periphery of Aboriginaljurisdiction matters that affect the lands, resources and other
interests of neighbouring people must be subject to agreements with other governments. We have in

mind such occasionallycontroversial issues as pollution control, road and rail access, wildlife protection,
certain aspects of the justice system and so on issues that will require shared or co-operative
management arrangements.

Financing for Self-Government
The financing of Aboriginal governments will require newapproaches approaches that acknowledge that
much of the wealth of this countrycomes from lands and resourcesto which, in many cases, Aboriginal
people have a legitimate claim

If self-government is accompanied byfair redistribution oflands and resources as we argue rt must be
Aboriginal governments can becomelargely self-financing inthe long term through greater access to
whatare called 'own-source revenues'. Own-source revenues flow to governments through familiar

channels taxation, investment, borrowing, business fees and royalties, public corporation revenues,
proceeds from lotteries and gaming, and so on. These sources of revenue can and should be made
available to Aboriginal governments.

It isespecially important for Aboriginal governments to develop their own taxation systems. Most
Aboriginal people pay taxes now, but to provincial and federal governments. We are recommending that

those who live on Aboriginal nation territories pay taxes primarily totheir own governments. Those who
live offAboriginal territory would continue to pay taxes to federal and provincial governments.

It will take time for Aboriginal nations to develop own-source revenues. Even then, transfer payments
from other governments will be needed butto a lesser extent. We expect thattreaties andother
agreementsamong governments will free transfer payments from some of the restrictions on their use
that now frustrate Aboriginal people.

Aboriginal nations, like the provinces, will have unequal access to resources andeconomic

opportunities, so their level ofprosperity will vary. We expect that nations that are well-off will help those

that are not. Transfer payments from other governments will help to equalize the levels ofservice thev
can provide

We also expect that, as they develop, Aboriginal nations will use their resources totake fiscal
responsibility for their own governments and services. Transfer payments can be structured to
encourage this, asnow happens between the federal and provincial governments.
Redistributing Lands and Resources

All over the world and throughout history, collective control of lands and resources has been the key to
prosperity and the basis of the powerful idea of 'home' that gives apeople their common identity Most

Abonginal people retain an intensely spiritual connection to the land oftheir ancestors one that involves
both continuity and stewardship. It Is hardly surprising, then, that the most intense conflicts between

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people centre onthe use and control of land.

Across Canada, Aboriginal people are pressing for an expanded share afair share oflands and

resources that were once theirs alone. They were promised as much by the Crown of England and its

successor, the government ofCanada. Some Aboriginal nations signed treaties only because ofthat
promise.

In fact, though, except in northern Quebec and the territories, the amount of land allocated for use bv
Abongmal people is extremely small. Aboriginal lands south of the 60th parallel (mainly Indian reserves)
make up less than one-half of one per cent of the Canadian land mass. By contrast in the United States

tCp^^^^
^riiT",6? K°f *bori9inal pe°P|e was •*•*** whittled away after its original allocation. Almost
2S?» h?
*WPJ*™* by various means since Confederation. In some cases, the government
failed to dehver as much land as specified in atreaty. In other cases, it expropriated or sold Served

land, rarely wrth First Nations as willing vendors. Once in awhile, outright fraud took place. Even when
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FirstNations were able to keep hold of reserved land, the government sometimes sold its resources to
outsiders.

These disappearances took place despite the solemn duty ofthe Crown to manage lands and resources
for the benefit of Aboriginal people.

Similarly, Metis people,who believed they had won the right to their own lands and resources in the

bargain with Ottawa that led to the Manitoba Act, were driven further and further westandultimately
dispersed as a people by the largely fraudulent manner inwhich that bargain was administered.
Several otherland policy issues have festered overthe years:

•

Governments have failed to allocate anylands atall to some Aboriginal nations.

•

Governments have refused (with a few exceptions)to extend the land and
resource base of First Nations as their populations, and their need for economic
opportunity, grew.

•

Large-scale resource development projects have had a destructive impact on
Aboriginal lands and communities.

•

Aboriginal peoples' treaty-protected harvesting rights on traditional lands have
been opposed and blocked by non-Aboriginal people and governments.

Early in the relationship, colonial governments respected Aboriginal land rights and title. But over time

conflict grew, To non-Aboriginal people and governments, the many millions of unfarmed undeveloped
hectares of Canada were 'Crown land', public land their land. To Aboriginal people land belonged only
to the Creator, but by virtue of their role as stewards, it was theirs to care for, to use and to share if they
chose.

Treaty agreements did not end the conflict. Indeed, it became sharper as settlers took up residence next

door to Aboriginal people, who had not foreseen how deeply settlers' ways would clash with their own
They thought that the Crown's treaty promises would be enough to ensure their survival and

independence. They were wrong.

The conflict became more deeply entrenched when the Constitution Act, 1867 drafted without

discussion with Aboriginal people assigned legal ownership of all Crown lands to the provinces.
If what Aboriginal peoples thought they had won had been delivered areasonable share oflands and
resources for their exclusive use, protection for their traditional economic activities, resource revenues
from shared lands, and support for their participation in the new economy being shaped by the settlers
the position of Aboriginal peoples in Canada today would be very different, They would be major land

owners. Most Aboriginal nations would likely be economically self-reliant- Some would be prosperous.
Some Aboriginal nations have gone to court to force governments to recognize their rights to land and
^HTu
S°"\thave b6en successfuI Aserie3 <* court decisions has confirmed that Aboriginal

peoples have more than astrong moral case for redress on land and resource issues they have legal

The law ofAboriginal title establishes three things:

• Aboriginal people have rights of occupancy or use ofportions ofCanada that far
exceed their current land base. These rights are based on their history of having
lived in and used those landssince time immemorial.

• Agreements between the Crown and an Aboriginal nation (such as treaties)
must be worked outbefore non-Aboriginal people can occupy or use that

nations traditional lands.

• The Crown of Canada is the guardian of Aboriginal title to their traditional lands
and isobliged to support and protect their interests in thoselands.

But the courts are acumbersome, costly and sometimes insensitive way to solve the human issues that

underlie and and resource claims. Negotiated settlements, in which the parties talk feceto ?ac1 aTd

work out complex deals, are preferable. Indeed, in nation-to-nation relations, th^wStenST

Lands and resources are owing to Aboriginal peoples for both contemporary and historical reasons
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enough land to givethem something to call 'home' not just a physical space but
a place of culturaland spiritual meaning as well

enough land to allow for traditional pursuits, such as huntingand trapping
enough lands and resourcesto contribute significantly to the financing of
self-government

Fair Sharing: A Plan
For manyyears, Canada has had a land claims process. Its purpose isto allow First Nations to pursue
either a specific claim for example, the return of reserve land improperly sold off bythe government ora
comprehensive claim to an allotment of the nation's traditional land in a case where ithas notreaty or
other settlement with Canada.

The existing land claims settlementprocessis deeply flawed:
•

It assumes that no Aboriginal rights apply on Crown land unless Aboriginal
nations can prove otherwise. This position is at odds with the doctrine of

continuing Aboriginal title andwith the duty ofthe Crown to protect Aboriginal
interests.

•

The governmentof Canada controls the process. It acts as defenderof the
Crown's interests and also as judgeandjury on claims. This is a clear conflict of
interest, since it considers itselfthe loser' when a claim is settled in favour of
Aboriginal people.

•
•

The process is not generally open to Metis claims, leaving Metis people without
a land and resource baseandwith noway of settling their grievances.
The government has always (except in one instance) required Aboriginal
claimants to give up or'extinguish' their general Aboriginal land rights, in favour

ofspecific terms laid down in thesettlement Aboriginal people cannot accept
the rupture oftheir special relationship with their lands that extinguishment
implies

A new process for negotiating the fair distribution oflands and resources is long overdue. The

Commission proposes that this be handled as part of anew treaty process (outlined later in the chapter)

The process would result inthreecategories of land allocation:

1. Lands selected from traditional territories that would belong exclusively to Aboriginal
nations and be under their sole control.

2. Other lands in their traditional territories that would belong jointly to Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal governments and be the object of shared management arrangements.
3. Land that would belong toand remain under the control ofthe Crown but towhich
Aboriginal people would have special rights, such asa right ofaccess tosacred and
historical sites.

The third onewould bethelargest category oflands.

S ^ t 0 ^ new Profess, we are recommending establishment of regional treaty commissions
and an Aboriginal Lands and Treaties Tribunal.

Regional treaty commissions would facilitate and support treaty negotiations but would not conduct

negotiations this would remain theresponsibility ofpolitioal leaders.
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capable of settlementinthe shortterm.

The new treaty processes we propose will take time to show results. Steps must be taken in the
meantime to provide enough lands and resources to meet Aboriginal nations' immediate needs.

• The federal government can help First Nations add to their existing land base by
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(1) allocating all land promised to them in existing treaties; (2) returning to First

Nations allland it has expropriated or bought, then left unused; and (3)
establishing a fund to help Aboriginal people purchase land on the open market.
•

Aboriginal people have been largely excluded from the resource industries of

Canada even forestry and fisheries, where they once played a significant part in
the labour force. Governments can revise their policies and set up programs to
increase access to natural resources for Aboriginal people.
Governments can continue along the route toward co-management
arrangements with Aboriginal people. The goal of co-management is shared

responsibility for and benefits from particular resourceswhere overlapping
interests aregreat, such as fisheries on the west coast, forestry in many regions,
and all resources in certain national and provincial parks.

Failure to redistribute land and resourceswill doom Aboriginal people to a state of dependency on other
Canadians a sure recipe for grievance on both sides.

Economic Development
Aboriginal people want to make a decent living, to be free of dependence on others, free of the social

stigma and sense of personal failure that go with dependence, and free ofthe debilitating effects of
poverty. Economic self-reliance will let them thrive as individualsand as nations and make their new
governments a success.

The historical self-sufficiency ofAboriginal people and nations was destroyed in several ways:

•
•

Their control over their lands and resources was diminished or usurped.
New forms ofeconomic activity (agriculture, manufacturing) were monopolized

•

Governments failed to live up to the spirit and intent oftreaty promises to

by non-Aboriginal people and businesses.

preserve traditional means ofself-sufficiency hunting, fishing, trapping, trading
and to helpAboriginal people take upthe trades and occupations of the settlers
if they wished.

•

•

Legislation, especially the Indian Aot, interfered with economic activity on
reserves byrestricting theflow ofcapital and limiting thedecision-making
capacity of First Nations governments and entrepreneurs.
Businesses, industries and other workplaces have begun only recently and
occasionally towelcome and accommodate Aboriginal people asemployees.

• Education and training facilities have begun only recently and occasionally to
supportAboriginal people as students, with the result that few adults are
equipped to compete for good jobs.

Several factors will make revitaiization ofAboriginal economies abig challenge:

• Inequality: In 1991, 54 per cent of Aboriginal people had annual incomes ofless
than $10,000, ascompared to 34 per cent ofCanadians generally.
Unemployment ishigh, and it has risen noticeably in thelast decade asthe size

of the youth population has swelled.

• Rapid labour force growth: Higher birth rates and life expectancy have produced
a sharp increase in the Aboriginal population (see graph). The number of
children under 16 isespecially high, with sobering implications for future iob

needs.

'

• nVariability- Aboriginal nations are located all over the country, from east to west
and north tosouth, from isolated villages to urban enclaves. Most have limited
natural resources at their command, although many have riches under their feet
Economic activity in communities ranges from traditional harvesting tomodern
wage work. Economies may be restricted by the Indian Act, assisted byfederal
programs or outside the reach of both.

HlC^llhln°mplexity'
meanS
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will work

No single economic
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Ownership of lands and resources is essential to create income and wealth for Aboriginal individuals and
nations. But ownership is not enough. Communities and nations that want to control the wealth available
from their resources don't want to leave operation of their economies to outside specialists. The
challenge of skills development to meet the demands of both modern and traditional economic activity is
just beginning to be met in Aboriginal communities.
Federal, provincial and territorial governments should co-operate to stimulate economic vitalityin both
the traditional and the modern sector so that allAboriginal people have the chance to make a

reasonable living, whether as a carver in Cape Dorset, a teacher in Saskatoon, or a part-time trapper
and radio technician in Moose Factory.

Recent progress In economic development gives rise to hope for a brighter future. But the challenge of
turning pockets of progress into a broad transformation of economic life for Aboriginal people remains
immense.

Levers of Economic Change
Transforming Aboriginal economies from dependence to self-reliance will not be easy. The greatest
boost for most nations will come from access to a fair share of lands and resources.

The results of recentlandclaims settlementssuggest that nations will use their timber, minerals, fish,
wildlife and other resources to create jobs, bring in revenue, and laythe foundation of a diversified
economy. Access to resources is the key, but increasing the land and resource base is not enough.
Other strategies are needed too.

Regaining Control
As thingsstand, Aboriginal communities aresubjectto a changing array of economicdevelopment
programs, most of them managed from distant government offices. They must tailor theirideas for
stimulatingthe economy to program criteria set by externalauthorities.

We call on federal and provincial governments to enter into long-term development agreements with
Aboriginal nations to provide support, advice and stable funding for economic development. Aboriginal
nations would design programs, make investment decisions, and be accountable to their people for
managing these resources.

Regaining control ofeconomic matters without the human resources and capacity to manage them

would spell trouble for Aboriginal nations. They must be helped to develop the personnel andthe
regional and national institutions they need to invest in and manage businesses in specific sectors
resource extraction industries, agnculture, communications, tourism, and so on.

Business Development

Governments have worked with Aboriginal entrepreneurs to help make business development one of the
sparks of economic growth in Aboriginal communities. Many have demonstrated their capacity to master
awide range ofcommercial skills as individual entrepreneurs and asmanagers ofcommunity-owned
businesses

• Levels ofbusiness formation have been high in recent years. About 10 per cent

of Aboriginal people report business ownership or income from self-employment

• Self-employment has increased markedly in the last decade, particularly amona
Aboriginal women.

y

mr!d?KeannH* fa!V> e«aTe ^a"^? everywhere: the need to plan, raise money, produce agood

product and market it effectively. But Aboriginal entrepreneurs face other obstacles too: limited capital for

mvestment distrust from banks and other financial institutions, absence oflocal bustasSees%
advisers, tiny local markets, and sometimes even hostility at home and from nearby corr^unitieT
wherL9^rn^n,KhaV6 had perhaP$*eir latest successes through collectively owned enterprises
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Some have hada rough ride making mistakes, losing investments, sometimes experiencing bankruptcy.
Butvaluable lessons have been learned, andthere are nowscoresof Aboriginal people with the skills
and confidence to manage the operations of modern commercial enterprises.

They, and those who would follow in their footsteps, still need support. We recommend that Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal governments work together to develop

improved business services

•

improved access to loan and equity capital, including the creation of a national
Aboriginal development bank
improved access to markets

Employment
The employment problem is immense. Morethan 80,000 jobs are needed now, just to raise Aboriginal
people's employment rate to the overall Canadian rate. Without action, the situation will deteriorate. The
Aboriginal population is young: 56 per cent are under 24 years of age, compared with 34 per cent of all
Canadians. An additional 225,000 jobs will have to be found in the next 20 years to put them to work.
We propose a sustained effort to increase employment for Aboriginal people, including

•

a special 10-year program to train Aboriginal people for the work that has to be
done in newly self-governing nations

•

a new approach to employment equity, in which employers work with Aboriginal
organizations to forecast vacancies and train Aboriginal people to fill them
measures to increase the number of Aboriginal employment service agencies
and their capacity to place Aboriginal people in the labour force
provision of culturally appropriate and affordable child care, so that more
Aboriginal parents can join the labour force

•
•

Education and Training
Aboriginal nations cannot rebuild their political institutions, manage theireconomies or staff their social

services without trained people. Yet high school anduniversity completion rates arelowamong
Aboriginal youth.

Motivating youth to complete their education is of great importance to the economic future of Aboriginal
communities, Youth need a strong foundation in their traditions and proficiency in the skills valued by
contemporary society. Those who master these skills and contribute to their communities and nations

deserve to be celebrated as the modern equivalents ofthe great hunters and leaders of the past.
Education and training are discussed in more detail inChapter 3.
Alternatives to Welfare

The need for welfare in Aboriginal communities came with theconfiscation ofever expanding tracts of
their land. Indigenous people grew poor, malnourished and sick. Many died young. The government
choseto provide short-term 'relief instead ofsustained help to rebuild ravaged Aboriginal economies a
choice governments have made over and over again inthe lasttwo centuries.

By the 1960s, welfare had become available to Aboriginal peopleas itwas to other Canadians. Since
then, more and more have become dependent. The rate of welfare dependence is now two to four times
higheramong Aboriginal peoplethan among Canadians generally. Many speakers at the Commission's
public hearings lamented the erosion of self-reliance among peoples once renowned for it, an erosion
brought about by the combination of economic ruin andwelfare availability.

There may never beenough jobs to go around in Aboriginal communities. Yet social assistance, asnow
delivered, isnota good way of providing cash inoome, for ittraps recipients in a marginal existence. It
may protect against abject poverty, but itcan also stifle individual initiative, and itdoes little to deal with
the community conditions that lead to dependence.

We think Aboriginal communities should be able to use the money nowearmarked for individual welfare
payments as an instrument of broader economic development:
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• Aboriginal communities or nations could take charge ofthe funds their residents
now receive for social assistance. These funds, along with a top-upamount for

capital and other costs, could beused for looal projects such as new roads, a
community centre or a business venture. The able-bodied unemployed could
work onthese projects, receiving wages rather than welfare. Theywould gain
experience andskills, and the community as a whole would benefit from their
work.

The maze of assistance programs available in urban centres could be simplified

through single-window service delivery. Funds now available for life skills, job
training, jobfinding, child care and income maintenance could be pooled to
support holistic planning to help individuals makechangesintheir lives.
In remote areas, income support funds could be used to support hard-to-finance
activities such as traditional harvesting. The James Bay Cree Income Security
Program provides a model.

These reforms are urgent Commission research predicts that, unless economic conditions and welfare

programs on reserves change radically and soon, the bill for social assistance will reach $1 billion by
1999 and $1.5 billion by 2002.

Treaties: The Mechanism of Change
The Commission proposes a wide-ranging agenda for change to achieve two goals:

•
•

Rebuilding Aboriginal nations as the best and proper way for Aboriginal people
to protect their heritage and identity, restore health and prosperity to their
communities, and reorganize their relations with Canada.
Restoration of relations of mutual respect and fair dealing between Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal people.

As complex as the project appears, it can be done The central mechanism of change is the treaty.
Treaties have a long and honourable history as a way of solving disputes between peoples, nations and
governments. Although Canada's historicaltreaties with Aboriginal nations have been ignored and

violated over the years, the treaty format is still a powerful way of stating the terms of a relationship.
To see how treaties can be used in the modern context, Canadians need to understand them better. In
brief, the historical treaties are

Promisesexchanged between the governmentsof France, Britain and Canada, and Aboriginal peoples.

To secure peace oralliance with Aboriginal nations, orgain occupancy and development rights on
Aboriginal land, the Crowns of France, Britain and, later, Canada promised Aboriginal peoples
protection, benefits and sharesofwealth in perpetuity. Those promises now restwith the governments
of Canada.

Nation-to-nation agreements.

Treaties are notadmissions of defeat orsubmission. Parties to a treaty do notgive up nationhood or
their own ways of living, working and governing themselves. Rather, theyacknowledge their shared wish
to live in peace and harmony, agree on rules of coexistence, then workto fulfil their commitments to one
another.

Commitments that are sacred and enduring.

The historical treaties were taken very seriously by both sides. Their purpose was to create arelationship
ofpeace and friendship that would last. The alternative was lost trade and possibly warfare and
bloodshed. Treaties were sworn by sacred oaths, announced with great ceremony, and regarded as
binding documents ofstate. The fact that they have been violated time and again does not change their
underlying legitimacy.

Part of Canada's constitution.

The treaties set out broad social contracts between independent peoples, very like the terms of union by
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which former British colonies joined Confederation as provinces. They are constitutional documents,

recognized and affirmed in section 35 of the Constitution Act. 1982. As such, they are part of the law of

the land.

Fundamental to Canada's honour.

Treaty making is one of the great achievements of human societies. It enables the deepest conflicts to

be set aside in favour of respectful coexistence. It expresses the choice to live in harmony with others,
rather than spill blood or exercise power using more subtle forms ofviolence. The act ofentering into a

treaty, then as now, represents a profound commitment between peoples. Once made, atreaty is
broken or ignored only atthe cost ofastain on the good name ofthe nation or government that breaks it
We propose that the treaty relationship be restored and used from now onas the basis ofthe
partnership between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in Canada.
This will require the fulfilment and renewal of existing treaties and the making of newtreaties with
Aboriginal peoples who do not have them now.

Treaty Fulfilment and Renewal
Accounts of negotiations leading to the historical treaties are full of storiesof miscommunication and
cross purposes. This is hardly surprising. Negotiators had no commonlanguage, no common frame of
reference. Despite profoundly different cultures and world views,they were trying to figure out how to
share a world.

Implementation of treaty terms and promises was problematic from the start. As time passed and the
balance of power between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people shifted, governments were able to
ignore terms and promises that no longer suited them. For example,
•

The Amshnabe (Ojibwa) of Lake Huron and Lake Superior were promised that
the annuity money they received for use of their traditional lands would increase

•

The people of the Okanagan Valley in BritishColumbia were promised that if
they opened their valley to settlers, they could choose reserve lands of any size

if the revenues derived from their resources increased.

and looation

The chiefs of northwestern Ontariowere promised the right to hunt and fish on
Crown land forever, if they signed Treaty 9.

These promises were not honoured. Canadians believe in fair dealing, and treaty fulfilment, even after all
these years, is still an imperative for Canada.

Treaty renewal is a way of addressing fundamental disagreements between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal authorities aboutthe accuracy of the treaties and abouttheir real purpose.

Many Aboriginal people saythat thewritten version oftreaties fails to reflect crucial verbal agreements
reached by negotiators. Further, theysaythat the treaties are notjust records of a deal, butattempts to

give shape totheinfinitely complex business ofsharing a country. They are agreements for living
together and thus are living agreements that must be reviewed and reinterpreted periodically in light of
their purpose their 'spirit and intent'.

Non-Aboriginal governments take a much more restrictive view. They argue that the written treaty isthe

complete treatyand that it should be interpreted literally.

The historical evidence is clear onthe first point ofdisagreement: thewritten treaties often are nota full
and fair statement of agreements reached.

On the second point, the Commission has concluded that the treaties should beimplemented to reflect
their spirit and intent not just their words, whether spoken or written. The language ofyesterday's treaties
reflects yesterday's values.

For example, the $5 annual treaty money agift commemorating the agreement in Aboriginal eyes a

form of rent for use of the land in European eyes was asignificant sum in its time. Or, to take another
♦lXaK P'f•the Prom,se of amedicine chest for those who signed Treaty 6was acommitment to provide

the best health care available at that time.

H
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It is deeply self-serving of Canadian authorities to insist on aliteral interpretation of such clauses. If the

relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people is ever tobeset right the underlying
intentions of treaty promises not the letter of outdated terms must guide their present-day implementation.

To bring about fulfilment and renewal ofthe historical treaties, we recommend that Canadian
governments

•

honourthe provisions of existing treaties as recorded intreaty text and
supplemented by oral evidence

•

interpret theterms ofeach treaty in a broad and liberal way, in keeping with the
spirit and intent of the agreements reached

•

act as protectors of Aboriginal interests, notadversaries, and reconcile the

•

interests of society as a whole with the terms of the treaties
recognize that First Nations did not consent to loss of titleto theirlands or to

extinguish all rights to their landswhen they signed treaties a more reasonable
interpretation is that they consented to share and co-manage lands and
resources

•

•

recognize that by entering intotreatieswithAboriginal peoples, the Crown of
Canada acknowledged their inherent right of self-government, their rightto
control their own affairs, and their rightto enter into intergovernmental
arrangements with other nations
establish a process for fulfilling and renewing existing treaties, on the basis of
these principles

Making New Treaties
In the beginning, colonial and Canadian governments made treaties only with First Nations and then,
only some First Nations. In recent years, Canada has come to a few new treaty-like agreements,
including those with
•

Inuit and Crees (and later the Naskapi) of James Bay and Northern Quebec
(1975 and 1978

•
•

Yukon First Nations (1993)
the Nisga'a in British Columbia (1996)

Inuvialuit (and later Inuit) of the Northwest Terntories (1984 and 1993)

But many nations still have no treaty ofany kind. We believe that those without a treaty, accord, compact
orother agreement clarifying their relationship with Canada have the right to seek one. For its part,
Canada has a duty to conclude such treabes.

We propose a new treaty processto lead the wayto reconciliation betweenAboriginal and
non-Aboriginal people over the next 20 years. An agreedtreaty process can be the mechanism for

implementing virtually all the recommendations in our report indeed, it may betheonly legitimate way to
do so.

The main objectives of a new treaty-making processwould be to

•

establish the full jurisdiction ofthose nations as part ofan Aboriginal order of
government

expand the land and resource base under their control

Canadians may ask why, after so many years of broken promises and dashed hopes, Aboriginal people
would put any faith in anew process, We believe that their trust can be rekindled and their participation
gained ifthe newtreaty process isgiven a dramatic foundation in word and deed in keepina with its

stature as a tool of statecraft.

To set the stage we recommend that Parliament declare its support for the treaty relationship in the form
of anew Royal Proclamation. By itself, anew proclamation will change nothing; it needs to be backed up
by companion legislation setting out guiding principles for the treaty processes and establishing new
decision-making bodies, independent ofgovernment, to conduct them,

One major piece of companion legislation would be an Aboriginal Treaties Implementation Act with the
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framework agreement to lay the ground rules for processes to establish the new
relationship.

The forum should be convened under the authority of the first ministers of federal,

provincial andterritorial governments and leaders ofnational Aboriginal organizations
and should address at least these issues:

treaty renewal and new treaty making
redistribution of lands and resources

•

clarification of areas of independent and shared jurisdiction
redesign of short-term and long-term fiscal arrangements

4. Aboriginal nations should begin their rebuilding processes.

Aboriginal nations will need time and resources to undertake the nation building that
must be completed before they seek formal recognition from Canada. In particular, they
must clarify membership issues and develop institutions and human resources for
self-government and all it entails.

5 All governments should prepare to enter into the new treaty process.
After recognition, each Aboriginal nation will need to seek a mandate from its citizens to
enter into a treaty renewal or negotiation process. These negotiations will result in the
settlement of land, resource, governance and financing issues.
The federal government will need legislation in place and reorganization of its internal
structures, as we have recommended. The provinces will need parallel legislation
permitting them to be partners in treaty processes within their boundaries.

6 Governments should take interimsteps, as proposed by this Commission, to
redistribute lands and resources.

Canada's wealth must be shared fairly with the original inhabitants of the land.
Commitment to Aboriginal self-governmentwill be hollow unless Aboriginal nations have
access to an adequate land base, with resources to matoh. The greatest part of the

decision making about redistribution will be done during treaty negotiations. However,
we have proposed interim measures to bring short-term relief, and we urge governments
to pursue them.

7 Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal governments should co-operate to stimulate economic
development.

Creating meaningful work for the citizens ofAboriginal nations will require long-term
strategies to promote a mix ofeconomic activity. The strategies we propose will require
co-operation among governments, bothbefore and after the broader processes of
change are under way.

These steps, taken together, have the potential to bring about fundamental change in the hearts, minds
and life experience ofAboriginal people, who have waited solong for justice, and in Canada asa
country of fair-minded people. Each step, and the rationale from which it springs, must be accepted and
adopted with determination and good will, byAboriginal and non-Aboriginal people and their leaders.
It can be done.

But it will not work unless Aboriginal people, in their nations and communities and personal lives see
that it does. To do so, they will need to develop and use their full potential as human beings and'as
citizens oftheir nations. This significant challenge isthe subject ofthe next chapter.
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Gathering Strength
Aboriginal people endure illhealth, run-down and
overcrowded housing, polluted water, inadequate schools,

poverty and family breakdown at ratesfound more often in
developing countries than in Canada. These conditions
are inherentlyunjust. They also imperil the future of
Aboriginal communities and nations.
Many people who spoke to us urged us to consider the human

problems facing Aboriginal people holistically as part of a pattern '..
of negative effects arisingfrom theirexperience of life under policies of domination and assimilation. This
approach helped us identify the key elements in solutions that will work.
•

Poverty, ill health, educational failure, family violence and other problems reinforce one another,
To break the circle of disadvantage where familyviolence leads to educational failure, which
leads to poverty, which leads to ill health and back to violence all these conditions must be
tackled together, not piecemeal

•

Repeated assaults on the culture and collectiveidentityof Aboriginal people (described in
Chapter 1) have weakened the foundations of Aboriginal society and contributed to the

alienation that drives some to self-destruction and anti-social behaviour. Social problems among
Aboriginal people are, in large measure, a legaoy of history.

•

Just as social problems springin partfrom collective experience, so solutions require change at
the collective level. Aboriginal people acting alone cannot shiftthe weight of disadvantage and
discrimination But solutions that lift the weightfor Aboriginal people collectively shift itfor
everyone

The Circle of Well-Being
The elements in the Commission's agenda for fundamental change self-government, economic
self-reliance, a partnership ofmutual respect with Canada, and healing in the broadest sense form a
circle of well-being that revolves something likethis.

• Self-government will not succeed unless it has a solid foundation in economic activity and highly
developed human skills.

• Aboriginal people will not regain the human capacities they need to rebuild their economies and
communities unless they are self-governing.

• Once they are self-governing, self-reliant and healthy in body, mind and spirit, Aboriginal people
will beable to take responsibility for themselves and their place in the partnership with Canada
The circle of well-being will be complete.

But pressing health and social problems cannot wait. As the wheels of change slowly turn Aboriginal
children's lives are blighted by loss of culture, failure at school and violence at home Teenagers are

humiliated by racism and rejection by their peers. Whole communities suffer substandard housina
unclean waterand other risks to health.

nouwng,

S^!?1". fons*tuti?n mfkes,room for Aboriginal people to take charge ofthese matters right now if
they want to without waiting for other governments to transfer authority.

But agreements (treaties, accords, settlements) with other governments will ease the way forward

resolving tough pohtical, administrative and financial Issues in advance. Aboriginal communities will make

gmo0vernme^y ^ "* i0cW Pf°b,emS *they haVethe supPortand ^opsrZnoilT

Treaty making takes t.me. The transition to full conirol of community affairs by Aboriginal people will take
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some years. Some will chafe at delay, but the passage of time has some advantages for Aboriginal
people, for they are still gathering strength for the tasks ahead. They need more trained people to meet
the challenges ofself-government and new institutions to put the stamp ofaboriginality on social services
and their delivery.

As well, they needtowork with non-Aboriginal health and social services agencies totransform relations
with them. Mainstream services andagencies needto become more welcoming and more sensitive to
cultural difference. They need to ensure thatall traces of racism are eliminated from policy and practice.
Andthey needto start seeing Aboriginal people as partners in the design, development anddelivery of
services

Our recommendations on social and health policy focus on three interlinked objectives:
solving urgent health and social problems

•

promoting human capacity building in Aboriginal nations
alerting mainstream institutions to theirresponsibilities to Aboriginal people

The Centrality of Family
Many presenters at our publichearings argued that breakdown in traditional Aboriginal family structures
and functions is a major factor in the social problems with which they are grappling. They argued for
rehabilitation of Aboriginal families as part of the path to personal and community healing.

Family is still the central institution in Aboriginal societies. Itis only a generation or two since extended kin
networks of parents, grandparents and clan members made up virtually the entire social world for
Aboriginal people, providingthe framework for most of the business of life. Inside the web of family,
norms of sharing and mutual aid provided a social safety net for every individual.

Aboriginal families, and the cultures and identities they passed on to their children, were severely
disrupted by actions of colonial and Canadian governments. Children in particularwere targeted time
and again in officialstrategies to control and assimilate Aboriginal people.

•

Residential schools didthe greatest damage. Children as young as 6 years old were removed

from their families for 10 month6 ofthe year or longer. They were forbidden to speakthe only
languages they knew and taughtto reject their homes, theirheritage and, by extension,
themselves. Most were subjected to physical deprivation, and some experienced abuse. We
heard from a few peoplewho are grateful for what they learned at these schools, but we heard
from morewho described deep scars not leastintheir inability to give and receive love.
•

The removal of Aboriginal children from their communities through cross-cultural foster
placement and adoption is a second major cause of family disruption. Children removed from

their families are severed from their roots and grow up not knowing what itisto be Inuit, MJtis or

a First Nation member. Yet they are set apart from their new families and communities by visible

difference and often made to feel ashamed oftheir origins. Atthesame time, their home
communities and extended families are robbed ofpart ofthe next generation.

• Migration to cities and towns also disrupts families. Aboriginal people leave home toImprove

their education, look for work or escape family violence. Once in the cities, they lose the family

support they depended on athome If they have troubles, they may find urban services difficult to
penetrate, alien in spirit and perhaps racist. Many make a successful transition But others fall
into the cracks between cultures, where they are isolated, unemployed and under-served.

People who endure these disruptions may feel adrift disoriented and unsure of how to get along in the

K^T,eS h°stil8 "on-Ab0«9'nal world. If their aboriginality has been devalued or ridiculed, they may

2^2.ST
kG aTand
Sf"8S!Mm
unable
t0 buildviolence,
these c«ua,ities
tnelr °hjl*en.
they have been
damaged in heart
soul, theyand
maybeturn
to alcohol,
crime orin other
forms of Ifanti-social
behaviour

Many Aboriginal people told the Commission that the future they wish for as self-governina self-reliant

Services designed and controlled by Aboriginal people can do much to heal the wounds visible in
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statistics on social dysfunction family breakdown, suicide and attempted suicide among youth,
substance abuse, trouble with the law. To prevent them from recurring, the Aboriginal family must be
restored toits traditional role as nurturer of the young and protector of the old, guardian of the culture
and safety net for the vulnerable.
Our Children Are Our Future

Children have a special place in Aboriginal cultures. According totradition, they aregifts from thespirit
world and must be treated well or they will return to that realm.

Failure to protect a child from harm isperhaps the greatest shame that can befall an Aboriginal family.
Yet it has happened repeatedly in thelast several generations, and it continues to happen today.
Abuse and family violence are the most dramatic problems, butthey arethe tip ofan iceberg that began
to form when Aboriginal communities losttheir independentself-determining powers and Aboriginal
familieswere deprived of authority and influence over their children.

The source ofsocial dysfunction we heard mostaboutin public testimony was residential schooling, but
inappropriate child welfare policies have also beena persistent and destructive force. Theeffect ofthese
policies, as applied to Aboriginal children, was to tear more holes inthe family web and detach more
Aboriginal people from their roots.

Authorities had onlyone remedy for children thought to be in need of protection removalfrom their
families. Authorities were not able to alleviate family poverty, fixcrumbling houses, or support young

parents who had themselves been raised in institutions, without parents as models. They made little or
no attempt to place children at riskwith members of their kin network or with other Aboriginal families
who could help them hold on to their culture and identity

Child welfare is one of the services that Aboriginal people want most to control for themselves. In 1981,
the federal government signed the first agreement authorizing a First Nations agency to deliver child
welfare services. Since then, some three dozen Aboriginalagencies have been authorized. They have
revised the rules of placement, to recognize the capacity of kin networks to protect Aboriginal children,
and emphasized the importance of cultural continuity in placements.

Even so, the well-being of the children is not assured. Aboriginal agencies have inherited many of the
problems of the agencies they replaced. They struggle with ill-fitting rules made outside their
communities: with levels of family distress and need beyond their limited resources; and with the
challenge of finding ways to protect children at riskwhile respecting extended family networks that resist

interference. Not all Aboriginal child welfare agencieshaveachieved the high standards to which they
aspire.
Immediate action of three kinds is needed'

•

rehabilitation services to promote healing and recovery for Aboriginal parentswith serious
problems

•

preventive services tosupport Aboriginal families who are beginning to getinto trouble

• continued reform of existing services more local case evaluation and follow-up, more appropriate
training for personnel, more accessible and culturally appropriate urban services

The healthy functioning of Aboriginal families has been disrupted largely by misguided government
policies. Today's governments have an obligation to make amends. In the next section we lay out our
proposals for a thorough redesign ofhealth and healing services, including ohild welfare. In theshort

term, we propose that

• all governments take action to increase and support Aboriginal control of child welfare services

• block funding replace per capita care allowances so that continuing preventive services can be
developed

•

more resources be made available for urban services

Ending the Cycle of Family Violence
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Aboriginal people speaking at our public hearings, especially women, were frank about the extent and
severe effects of family violence in Abonginal life. They pointed to the need for improved services, but

they said that the best hope lies in restoration of traditional Aboriginal values of respect for women and
children and reintegration of women into family, oommunity and nation decision making.

The Canadian Panel on violence Against Women (1993) stated that family violence arises from a
fundamental imbalance of power between men and women. This is true for Aboriginal people, too, but

this inequality exists within a greater imbalance of power that between Aboriginaland non-Aboriginal
society. In these circumstances, the loss, humiliation, frustration and anger shared by allAboriginal
people can provoke violence In some, as one speaker explained to us:
The oppressed begin to develop what they call 'cultural self-shame'and 'cultural
self-hate', which results In a lot of frustration and anger. At the same tlme...we begin to
adopt our oppressors' values, and in a way, we become oppressors ourselves....We

begin hurting our own people. When you talk about things like addiction and family
abuse, elder abuse, sexual abuse, jealousy, gossip, suicide end all the different forms

of abuse we seem to be experiencing, it's allbased on [oppression].
Hoy Faoian Eieeulive Oitevlui
May Rrv«f 1nwmiant Cent/*
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Family violence among Aboriginal people thus has Its own dynamic, and public policy musttakethis into
account

• Violence and abuse are often part ofa pattern ofdisrupted relationships, deadened feelings and
weakened cultural rules for responsible behaviour, a pattern that can be traced back to
government interventions.

•

In some cases, a culture of violence has invaded communities. Incidents cannotbe treated as
the isolated problems of particular couples or households.

• Violence in Aboriginal communities is promoted and sustained by racist attitudes that perpetuate
demeaning stereotypes, especially of Aboriginal women.

No matter where it occurs, family violence is hidden. Women hesitate to speak out for fear oftriggering
more abuse, or because they are ashamed and blame themselves for their situation. Aboriginal women

stay silent for other reasons as well. They may fear further victimization by local leaders, mostly male But
they remain reluctant to call attention to their troubles for fear of exposing their communities to contempt
or theirfamilies to intervention by outsiders.

Aboriginal people who asked the Commission to help end the violence had clear ideas about how it
should be done:

•

Dont stereotype all Aboriginal people asviolent make sure that interventions are targeted to
those at risk.

• Dont let anyone use cultural difference as an excuse for violence hold perpetrators accountable
and make sure that the vulnerable are protected.

•

Don't imagine that violence can betreated asa stand-alone problem root out thesocial and
political injustices, the poverty andthe racism, thatbreed violence inall its forms.

These should be the first stops in making change:

• Aboriginal leaders should take a firm public stand against violence and work with their
communities to develop zero tolerance standards and policies.

• Aboriginal governments and organizations should assure the full and fair representation of
women in decision making.
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Aboriginal governments should support thework Aboriginal women are doing to solve health
and social problems and recognize theirexpertisein relation to family violence.

Some Abonginal people are waryof giving their own governments scope to interfere in family Me, as
Canadian governments have done in the past. Butthere is an undeniable need to protectthe vulnerable.
It is a matter of balance.

The Urgent Need for Whole Health
The hearth status of Aboriginal people in Canada today is both a tragedy and a crisis. Illnessof almost
every kind occurs more often among Aboriginal people than among other Canadians.
•

Registered Indians (for whom we have the best data) can expect to die 7 to 8 years younger
than other Canadians. This difference in life expectancy has two major causes: a higher rate of

death among Aboriginal babies (twice the national average), and a higher rate of injury and
accidental death among Aboriginal children, youth and young adults.

•

Chronic and degenerative diseases such as cancer and heart disease are affecting more
Aboriginal people than they once did. Diabetes, with its many complications, is a particularly
serious problem in some places,

•

Rates of violence and self-destructive behaviour, including substance abuse and suicide, are
high.

•

Elevated rates of educational failure, unemployment, welfare dependency, conflict withthe law

and incarceration signal major imbalances in the life experience andwell-being of Aboriginal
people.

Twenty-five years of effort bylocal, provincial and national health caregivers have raised Aboriginal health
status from the lows to which ithad sunkbymid-century, still, the results fall far short ofthe goal of equal
health outcomes for all Canadians

Aboriginal people urgently need resources to help them reduce infant mortality, tuberculosis, diabetes,
heart disease and otherillnesses Butthey knowthat curing diseases of the body alone cannot restore
well-being. What they are looking for is more fundamental and more transformative.

They are trying to bring balance and vitality to body, mind, emotions and spirit as endsinthemselves and
as preconditions for balance and vitality in their societies. In short, theyare looking for whole health.

Historical records and archaeological evidence tell us that many ofthe illnesses prevalent in Europe at
the time offirst contact were unknown or very rare in the Americas. Infectious diseases, from influenza to
tuberculosis, were passed from the newcomers to Indigenous people, with devastating results.
Hundreds ofthousands sickened and died. In Canada, a population estimated at500,000 atthetime of

first contact had plunged to 102,000 by the time of the 1871 census.

In the newclimate of social responsibility that sparked the growth of public services after the Second

World War, health authorities began to take seriously the need for medical care in Aboriginal

communities. Today, almost every settlement has at least nursing services available. But despite large

sumsspentonillness care, Aboriginal people still experience ill health atunacceptable levels The
Commission looked at

infant, child and maternal health
infectious disease
chronic disease

disability
injury and accident
alcohol abuse

community health (poverty, physical living conditions, environmental hazards)

In each case, although gains have been made, disadvantage continues. In each case, too the pattern of

causality for aspecific illness includes factors outside the boundaries of ordinary medicine social

legac^of colo^itm m'C °°nditionS thal ln turn ,sad back to thG comP,ex- destabilizing and demoralizing
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Obviously, then, more ofthe same more illness care services will not turn the tide. What isneeded is a
new strategy for Aboriginal health and healing.

Two Traditions of Healing Converge

in recent years. Aboriginal people have shown great energy and imagination in tackling health and social
problems. They have petitioned for more conuol oflocal services, and some have met with atleast partial
success. Those with partial control are beginning to modify and adapt services to reflect their own
values, traditions and prioritieswith good results.

But Aboriginal people want to make more radical changes in the way health and healing are promotedin
their communities. Their main concerns revolve around four themes:

Inequality of health status

The rate of many illnesses, and the risk of future illness and premature death, are
significantlyhigher among Aboriginal people than among other Canadians. A further
source of inequality favours some Aboriginal people over others: federal services and
programs are available to registered Indians and Inuit, but not to others. But the
fundamental inequality that puts Aboriginal people at risk for illness is income. Poverty
and ill health go hand in hand, and Aboriginal people are among the poorest in Canada.

Interconnectedness

Aboriginal concepts of health and healing start from the position that allthe elements of
life and living are interdependent By extension, well-being flows from balance and
harmony among all elements of personal and collective life.

Control

Dependence on the Canadian state has left Aboriginal communities and nations without
the authority to develop and control health and social services. Lack of control over

important dimensions of living in itself contributes to ill health. Aboriginal people want to
exercise their own Judgement and understandingabout what makes people healthy,
their own skills in solving health and social problems.

•

Culture and traditional healing

Although Aboriginal people have moved far away from thelifestyles oftheir ancestors,
they still see value in thetraditions and practices that made them unique including
medical traditions ranging from herbal therapies to forms of psychotherapy. Often, they
find that mainstream health services do notunderstand or fully meettheir needs. They
wantto re-examine practices that were oncesuppressed or ridiculed for their possible
usefulness today.

The mostadvanced thinkers in health policy circles today have reached somemajor conclusions about
what makes people well These'determinants ofhealth' converge with Aboriginal perspectives on health
and healing through several key ideas:

• Health comes from the connectedness ofhuman systems body, mind, emotions, spirit not their
separate dynamics.

• Economic factors (employment status, personal and community poverty) play a central role in
determining health.

•

Personal responsibility for health andwellness isas important as professional orexternal
expertise

•

The health or the environment affects the health of people.
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Health and well-being in childhood affectlifelong health status.

Theseideas favour a system that places lessemphasis on particular medical conditions and more
emphasis onthe underlying social, economic and political factors thatinfluence health.

Health policy must assist in dispelling the legacy ofpoverty, powerlessness and despair in Aboriginal
communities. This is the key to whole health for Aboriginalpeople.

A Strategy for Health and Healing
Whole health comes from shared prosperity, a clean and safe environment, a sense of control over life
circumstancesas well as high quality illness care and healthy lifestyle choices. Betterhealth for
Aboriginal people will grow out of the long-term structural changes proposed in Chapter 2.
In the short term, however, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation services have an important

contribution. Clearly, they can be improved. The starting placefor reform is a commitment from federal,
provincial, territorial and Aboriginal governments to build health and healing systems that do four things:
•

pass the levers of control to Aboriginal people

•

take a holistic approach to personal and social health

•

provide diverse services that respond to the cultures and priorities of Aboriginal people and to
the special dynamics of Aboriginal ill health

bring equality in health status to Aboriginal people

Commitments must be turned into practical strategies if they are to change health outcomes. We
propose a four-prong strategy, to be undertaken immediately:
1. Reorganization of existing health and social services into a system of hearth and
healing centres and healing lodges, under Aboriginal control.

2. A crash program over the next 10 years to educate and train Aboriginal people to staff
and manage health and social services at all levels, in Aboriginal communities and in
mainstream institutions.

3. Adaptation of mainstream services to accommodate Aboriginal people as clients and
as full participants in decision making.
4. A community infrastructure program to deal with urgent problems of housing, clean
water and waste management.

Health and Healing Centres
The idea of community-based centres to develop and deliver integrated health and social services was
put forward at our public hearings allover the country.
Health and healing centres can assemble, under one roof, the resources needed to tackle interrelated

problems now dealt with typically by separate agencies from child protection to mental health care. They
can deliver medical care, make referralsto specialists, devise and deliver health promotion programs. In
6hort, they can bo the hub of health and social services in Aboriginal communities.
The kernel of such a system already exists nursing stations and other facilities that co-ordinate at least
some health and hoaling services in First Nations and Inuit communities. But not all communities have
even the beginnings of a healing centre. In rural MJtis settiements and in small towns with a substantial

Aboriginal population, there is a virtual vacuum of services designed for, and run by, Aboriginal people.
This vacuum needs to be filled.

To complement the work of community-based healing centres, the Commission proposes a network of
healinglodges. Healing lodges can fill the acute need for residential treatment for people overwhelmed
by social, emotional and spiritual distress They can take up the issues of psycho-social distress that
impair the lives of some Aboriginal people. For example, they could serve
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abusive adults who need to learn new ways of dealing with frustration and anger

•

alienated youth who need to reconnect with their communities and their identity
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The seed of this second part of the system is existing Aboriginal-run drug and alcohol treatment facilities.
Many have alreadygone a long way toward programming for whole health.

Getting a start on healing centres and healing lodges does notdepend onthe structural changesin
governance andland we talked about in the previous chapter. It does depend onthe will to abandon
fruitless debates about which level of government is responsible for which services,
Human Resources Development
No amount of intervention from outsiders, however well meant, will help Aboriginal people achieve

well-being. What outside forces cannot bring about, Aboriginal people can do for themselves. They can
make the best decisions about the kind of health and healing services that will restore them to whole
health and they can do the work of making healing centres and lodges a success.

Very few Aboriginal people are now practising as doctors, nurses, social workers, nutritionists or
psychologists. This is a problem in itself, but the problem goes deeper. Services aimed at whole health
need to be culture-based and holistic integrated across the full range of life problems. Centres and
lodges need service providers with special skills and abilities.

•

One pressing need is people who can apply Aboriginal knowledge to current health problems
and combine traditional health and healing practices with mainstream approaches to build
distinctive Aboriginal healing systems

Another is Aboriginal people trained to work in mainstream services as professional caregivers,
managers, board members and informed consumers to helpserve Aboriginal clientsand to
affirm the Aboriginal presence in Canadian life.

We propose that governments and educational institutions undertake totrain 10,000 Aboriginal people
for careers in the health andsocial services, including the full range of professional and managerial roles,
over the next 10 years.

Enlisting Support from Mainstream Institutions
Aboriginal health and healing centres are only part ofthe picture. Most Aboriginal people will, atleast
occasionally, continue to consult practitioners and use facilities in mainsUeam agencies andinstitutions B
from doctors andhospitals to sheltered workshops for people with disabilities and transition housesfor

victims of family violence.

Theinstitutions that deliver human services needto become more sensitive tothe distinctive health and

healing needs of Aboriginal people. Even when Aboriginal people are amajor part ofthe client base,
hospitals and other institutions are slow to adapt their practices to Aboriginal needs. Cultural sensitivity

and responsiveness that gobeyond thesuperficial should become a priority.

Mainstream institutions also have a role in supporting the development ofnew Aboriginal institutions

Even in tough economic times, the resources ofmainstream institutions are vast compared to those

under Aboriginal control It isreasonable toexpect them to offer some help to fledgling Aboriginal
services.

Aboriginal institutions will welcome assistance in developing efficient and effective systems Bas long as

they can get it without relinquishing their autonomy. They will belooking for,
training opportunities

mentoring and support for new staff

•

back-up and specialist services
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access to specialized equipment and similar resources

At thesame time, mainstream institutions and professionals can learn from Aboriginal ways ofpromoting
whole health.

We suggest that all organizations involved in delivering health and social services toAboriginal people
undertake a systematic assessmentoftheir practices tosee how they can improve their connections

with Aboriginal people.

Infrastructure Development

The fourth strand ofthe strategy for attaining whole health is an Infrastructure program to bring housing,
watersuppliesand waste management inAboriginal communities up to generally accepted Canadian
standards of health and safety. Immediate threats to health and well-being from flimsy and overcrowded

houses, polluted waterand untreated sewage are so seriousthat solutions cannotwait. More details on
this problem and how to solve it are presented inthe nextsection.

Housing and Living Conditions: Meeting Urgent Needs
Despitesignificant public spending overthe past decade, housing, water supplies and sanitationservices
forAboriginal people fall far belowCanadianstandards in many communities. Overcrowded and
dilapidated houses, unclean and limited suppliesofwater, inadequate disposalof human wastes these
conditions pose an unacceptable threat to the health of Aboriginalpeople and reinforce feelings of
marginalization and hopelessness.

•

Houses occupied by Aboriginal people are twice as likely to be in need of major repairs as those
of other Canadians. On reserves, 13,400 homes need such repairs, and 6,000 need outright
replacement.

•

Aboriginal homes are generallysmallerthan those of other Canadians, but more people live in
them.

•

Aboriginal homes are 90 times more likely than those of other Canadians to be withoutpiped
water On reserves, more than 10,000 homes have no indoor plumbing.

•

About one rosorve communityin four has a substandard water or sewage system.

•

In the North, solidwaste dumps and untreatedsewage are contaminating earth, land, fish and
animals.

Ensuring thatAboriginal people have safe housing andadequate water andsewageservices should be

a high priority for government action first, to reduce threats to health and second, to avoid saddling new
nation governments with a shelter and services crisis. There areseveral long-standing impediments to
action:

•

The costofmeeting thefull needs of Aboriginal people for shelter, water andsanitation services
is high, and governments are reluctant to acceptit

• First Nations argue that the provision of housing and services is a treaty right The federal
government disagrees.

' Co"St[UCtion in ^ra! and northern communities, where many Aboriginal people live, is technically
difficult and therefore costly. The housing market is too small and too dependent on the fortunes
of resource industries to work well

• Financing for new construction through banks and other lending institutions is difficult to arranqe
on reserves because of restrictions in the Indian Act and confusion about individual home

ownership.

w lc

The coming of self-government offers agolden opportunity to recast national provincial and territorial

polices governing Aboriginal housing and community services. As itn^^^m,SSSnBlt

Serta^deSPerale ne6d' 'n S°me "^thGy have CUt USefuI a-*^
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Until Abongmal nations can takeover the field. Canadian governments have an obligation to ensure
adequate shelter for all Aboriginal people

Most Aboriginal people canmakea contribution somebytaking on mortgage responsibilities, others by
supplying labour ormaterials for construction and repairs or paying rent for existing units. This they
should do, to the fullest extent possible, to free up scarce funds to help those in greatest need.

We propose that Canadian and Aboriginal governments, andAboriginal people as individuals, contribute
resources enough to ensure that housing needs are fully met within 10 years. The long-standing bones
of contention standing in the way of action can be solved as follows:
•

We believe that Aboriginal people and communities should help to meet their housing costs. We
propose that federal and provincial/territorial governments take on about two-thirds of housing
costs and Aboriginal people, once they reach a certain income level, take on about one-third.

•

Regional Aboriginalinstitutions can be established to manage the financing, construction and
maintenance of homes and community infrastructure.

•

The issue of the treaty right to housing can be dealtwith inthe new treaty processes we propose.
The issue of home ownorship on reserves should fall under the jurisdiction of new Aboriginal
nation governments and should be resolved in a way that provides incentives for residents to
maintain and improve their homes.

As forwater and sanitation, the federal governments Green Plan (a special initiative that ended in 1095)
went some way toward closing the gap in basic services between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
communities. But the job is not yet done.

Current federal projections lay out a timetable of at least nine years before all substandard facilities can
be repaired or replaced. This is simply not fast enough for so fundamental a determinant of health and
community morale

Most of the communities with acute water and sanitation needsare small. Bringing their services up to
standard will not require complicated technology ora big bureaucracy. It will require appropriate
technology, adequate funding and knowledgeable, well-trained people to operate and monitor essential
services

We propose doubling the speed of remediation, so thatall communities will haveadequatewaterand
sanitation services within 5 years.

Just as poor housing andservices have harmful effects on health and well-being, so a turnaround inthis
sector could have broadly regenerative effects. For example.

•

Communities will be able to pool their building requirements, creating still more possibilities. For
example, the needs of a group of communities could support a cement company and other
specialized businesses.

•

Other economic spin-off effects could be greater still Federal, provincial and territorial
governments should be ready with equity capital to help stimulate local businesses in concert
with the housing boom.

Home building ismore than assembling bricks and boards In OujJ-Bougoumou, Quebec, a project to
build newhouses, using traditional culture and values along with modern design and technology,
became the starting point for community healing and renewal. Just a decade ago. the living conditions of
theCree ofOujJ-Bougoumou were described as Athe worst in the developed world. Today, their
situation has improved tothe point where theUnited Nations recently chose their newvillage as oneof
50 exemplary communities around the world.
it can be done.

Aboriginal Control of Aboriginal Education: Still Waiting
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Aboriginal people often say. AOur children are our future. By extension, then, the future depends on the
effectiveness of education Education shapes the pathways of thinking, transmits values as well as facts,
teaches language and social skills, helps release creative potential, and determines productive capacities.
Aboriginal people are well aware of the power of education. Greater control over their children's
education has been a demand for at least three decades.

Parental involvement and local control of schools are standard practice in Canada but not for Aboriginal
people. Instead, they have long been the object of attempts by state and church authorities to use
education to control and assimilate thorn, during the residential school era, certainly, but also, more
subtly, today.

By seeking greater control over schooling, Aboriginal people are asking for no more than what other
communities already have, the chance to say what kind of people their childrenwill become. In the main,
Aboriginal people want two things from education:

•

They want schools to help children, youth and adultslearn the skills they need to participate fully
in the economy

They want schoolsto helpchildren develop as citizens of Aboriginal nations with the knowledge
of theirlanguages and traditions necessary for cultural continuity.

The presenteducation system does notaccomplish either of these goals. The majority of Aboriginal
youth do not finish high school. They leave with neither the credentials for jobs in the mainstream
economy nor a grounding intheir languages andcultures. Theyare very likely to haveexperienced the

ignorance and haired of racism, which leaves them profoundly demoralized or angered.

Many of our proposals for change in education have beenadvanced before, by commissions andtask
forces stretching back tothe 1970s It isclear what needs to be done, and itislong past time to do it.

• Transfer ofadministrative responsibility for reserve schools to First Nations isa step in the right
direction. Butschools are still staffed primarily by non-Aboriginal teachers, and curriculums and

teaching methods were designed for students with different needs and cultural backgrounds
•

Almost 70 per cent ofAboriginal children are taught in provincial or territorial schools, butthe
mainstream education system has few mechanisms ofaccountability toAboriginal people and
has made few attemptsto reach out andinvolve Aboriginal parents.

•

In all jurisdictions, spending on Aboriginal education isinadequate to reverse accumulated
educational deficits.

Even so, Aboriginal people retain their conviction that education can be apositive force in the pursuit of

bicultural competence and confidence for their children and themselves. They believe that education can

contribute tothe holistic development ofAboriginal people ofall ages, from infants to elders.

To this end. we recommend the development of Aboriginal-controlled education systems, recognized by

all governments and able to plan and deliver lifelong learning. Further, we are recommending that

provincial and territorial schools take steps toensure that the education they provide isfullv aooroDriate

for their Aboriginal students.

H

Education policy needs to ensure that appropriate learning takes place at each stage in the life cycle.
Early Childhood Education

In education as in health, childhood is the foundational stage. Traditional family life provided afirm

foundation of security and encouragement for Aboriginal children. Aboriginal families of today are not
ahvays able to provide this Parents may be hampered by the effects of poverty, alienation, residential
2X5 ex£finence; and dysfunctional family or other relationships. Many Aboriginal children arrive at
school with special needs for understanding and support to liberate their in-born capacity for learning.
Like all children, Aboriginal children need to master the intellectual, physical, emotional and spiritual tasks

of early childhood. Equally, they need grounding In their identity as Aboriginal people. We pr^e h^
all Aboriginal children, regardless of status or location, have access to dynamic, culture-basedI elrly
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childhood education. For elementary schools, we propose that

•

all schools, whether or not they serve mainly Aboriginal students, adopt curriculums that reflect
Aboriginal cultures and realities
governments allocate resources such that Aboriginal language instruction can be given high
priority, where numbers warrant

provincial and territorial schools make greater efforts to involve Aboriginal parents in decision
making
Education for Youth

Aboriginal adolescents straddle two worlds one where Aboriginal values and beliefs prevail, and another
where television, popular culture and peer pressure offer competing values and priorities.

Aboriginal teenagers need a secure sense of self-worthto keep their balance in the storm of conflicting
messages and demands. Many have not found that balance. Their confusion and distress are evident in

high drop-out rates, teen pregnancy, substance abuse, defiance of the law and suicidal behaviour.

Aboriginalyouth who spoke to the Commission said that they felt marginalized unable to make their

voices heard at school or in their home communities. We discuss several ways of empoweringthem in
the next chapter.

It is critically important for Aboriginal adolescents to be able to live at home while attending secondary
school. At age 13, they are not prepared for We away from a family and cultural base. Eventually, high
schoolshould be available in all Aboriginal communities. Where communities areverysmall, distance
education may help make local high school programs possible.

Aboriginal youth who drop out before graduating need supportand encouragement to return to school

later. This is especially important for young women who leave because of pregnancy. Aboriginal and
provincial authorities should take steps to make school re-entry easier and more attractive to Aboriginal
youth.

Education for Adults

•

Too few programs are accessible in or near their often remote communities.
Courses lack relevance to their lives and circumstances.

•
•

Entry requirements are insensitive to their backgrounds and cultures
Programs offerfew of the personal supports they need, especially child care for adult women
students.

Aboriginal colleges, such as the Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, Old Sun inAlberta andthe
Nicola Valley Institute of Technology in British Columbia, have grown up to meet some of these need9.

Most are small, community-based institutions that tailor their programs toadult learners whose previous

experience of schooling may have been very bad. Theyhave proved themselves able to retain students
until they graduate, often with high levels of achievement.

All governments should co-operate toincrease the number ofthese institutions, to put them ona stable
financial footing, and to securetheir place in the post-secondary system.

Mainstream colleges and universities see high drop-out rates among their Aboriginal students. To

improve retention, barriers to success must be dismantled Students may require assistance to qualify for
entry to colleges and universities, and they may require special supports tostay the course. Models of

support can be found in a number of provinces and institutions.

Aboriginal nations will want to pursue funding for post-secondary education in their treaty negotiations In
the meantime, the federal government should continue to pay the full cost of post-secondary education
file.D:\wpdocs\rcap\highlights-3.htm
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for status Indians. It should also provide a special post-secondary scholarship and assistance fund for
MJtis and non-status Indian students.

Education for Self-Government

Aboriginal people and nations need the right kind of education to make self-government a reality and a
success. First, they need an arrayof trained people forthe jobs that will be created. Second, they need
educational institutions to safeguard and advance their cultures, languages and knowledge bases and to

applytraditional knowledge to the problemsof the modernworld. These needs can best be met by
institutions operating at the regional or national level.

The most pressing need is for trained people. The availability of these resources varies from one
Aboriginal nation to another. But all nations faoe growing demands for skilled managers and staff to fill a
range of public service jobs: jobs in economic development, health and social services, public works,
education, sports and recreation, and so on.

Detailed forecasts of personnel needs will emerge from planning by Aboriginal nations, but it is safe to
say that there are not enough trained Abonginal people to fill the posts that will be available.

The Commission proposes that Aboriginalnations investigate and establish targets for human resources
development in key fields and that Canadian governments enter into partnership with them to offer
flexible training opportunities, internships and exchange programs to achieve targets in designated
areas. Governments should co-operate to mount a campaign to make Aboriginal youth aware of the
opportunities soon to be available The time forthese steps is not after treaties and other agreements are

in place but before, so Aboriginal nations are as ready as they can be to implement self-government
Education is a key ingredient in readiness.

As Aboriginal nation governments are putin place, theywill increasingly take chargeof planning and
delivering lifelong learning to their citizens, co-ordinating theireffortswith provincial and territorial
institutions. Aboriginal education authorities are already being run by some local communities. The

Nisg_a'a in British Columbia andthe Mi'kmaq in Nova Scotia have signed agreements establishing
comprehensive education authorities for their nations. Ourrecommendations encourage this trend.
We also recommend education measures to protectand develop Aboriginal cultures:
•

The Aboriginal Peoples International University

An Aboriginal-controlled university is the institution of choice to protect and extend

traditional knowledge and to pursue applied research on issues ofconcern to Aboriginal
nations It would build on regional initiatives and promote collaboration among existing
colleges. It would offer a co-ordinated network of courses and programs in First Nations.
MJtis and Inuit communities and through distance education.
An electronic clearinghouse

Despite the distances thatseparate them, Aboriginal people need to be able to
communicate their experience of success and failure in education reform andinall areas
of self-management it couldtake the form of a Canadian version of NativeNet in the
United States, using the Internet.

•

An Aboriginal documentation centre

Asubstantial portion ofthe history ofAboriginal people resides in government files,
church storerooms, and archives across Canada the rest is safeguarded in the
memories of Aboriginal people, many of whom areelders now. Records and

recollections ofhistory, both the good and the bad, should be collected, preserved and
made more accessibleto all Canadians, before itistoo late. We see an

Aboriginal-controlled documentation centre asthebest way to do so.

Protecting Aboriginal Arts and Heritage

Traditional Aboriginal cultures embody complete ways of being in the world. Cultures are shaped by
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particular landscapes and guided by a philosophy that assigns life and spirit to everything inthe circle of
being. The Aboriginal convictionthat all things have a place and a purpose and are connected in a web
of interdependence is reflected in ethical codes meant to guide human behaviour toward balance.

Aboriginalcultures have never been static. They have always responded to the flow of human
experience. They are not frozen in irrelevance; neither are they lost' or 'dead'.
More and more Aboriginal people are opening their hearts and minds to the relevance of traditional
beliefs and practices for life in the modern world and to their powerful role in restoring a sense of self,
collective identity, and purpose to those who have lost their way.
Because of past policies that ignored and suppressed Aboriginal languages, ceremonies and living
traditions, Aboriginal cultures are endangered. Positiveaction is needed to help those seeking ways to
express, conserve, restore end document their cultures, in alltheir richness and diversity.
Protective action should extend to the material forms of Aboriginal cultures (artifacts, works of art and

craft, historical sites) and to their dynamic forms songs, dances, stories and teachings that bring
collective memory, insight and inspiration to Aboriginal people and to the world.

The living, changing cultures of Aboriginal peoples have an important role in helpingto overturn the

mythsand stereotypes, twisted facts and misunderstandings that prevail inmuch of non-Aboriginal
Canada. Doing so will require dialogue with knowledgeable Aboriginal communicators.

Knowledge of one another, and a sharing of wisdom, areessential to a true partnership of peoples.
Cultural Heritage

The cultures of Aboriginal peoples are tiod to the land to specific places held bytradition to havebeen
given to themto care for and to supply what they need. Their histories and mythologies are tied to

features ofthelandscape The bones oftheir ancestors are buried there. With resources from theland,
they have fashioned sacred objects for ceremonial purposes. They have carved masks and crests to
record family histories and lineages andtold of memorable eventsinsongs, stones and dances.

But Aboriginal people have lost control of many of their sacred sites. They have watched asobjects of

great power andsignificance were taken away by outsiders and displayed in distant museums, often out

ofcontext and in ways that offend their sacred value Aboriginal people have made justifiable demands
for

protection of historical and sacred sites

•

recovery of human remains for proper burial

•

repatriation of artifacts of particular importance

•

prevention ofthe appropriation (theft) ofsongs, stories and other intellectual property by
non-Aboriginal people

Some site protection issues are being resolved as part oftreaty making and renewal. Somemuseums

and galleries have been willing to give back sacred objects. Some artists, writers and archaeologists are
showing sensitivity to the use of Aboriginal images and stories. But the understanding shown by afew is
not enough to protect cultural heritage as Aboriginal peopledesire.

Governments should co-operate in making an inventory ofsacred sites, in part sothat those threatened
by development or natural erosion can be saved. Elders should beinvolved in identifying sites requiring
urgent attention

We also urge museums and cultural institutions to adopt ethical guidelines for the collection, display and

interpretation ofartifacts related to Aboriginal cultures. Aboriginal people need greater access totheir
own cultural heritage, more opportunities for cultural education, and increased resources to develop their

own facilities for display and study.
Living Languages

Language is one of the main instruments for transmitting culture from one generation to another and for

communicating meaning and making sense of collective experience.
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In Canada, there are 11 Aboriginal languagefamilies and morethan 50 different languages. The number

of Aboriginal language speakersis only a fraction of the Aboriginal population: aboutone person inthree
over the age of five Most are middle-aged or older Even the languages in most frequent use Mi'kmaq,
Montagnais, Cree, Ojibwa, Inuktitut and some Oene languages are in danger of extinction because of
declining fluency in the young.
Minoritylanguages all over the world are declining in the face of culturallydominant languages especially
those used in the media and popular culture. Aboriginal languages suffered a severe blow during the era
when every childwas forced by school policyto speak English or French.
The threat of their languages disappearing means that Aboriginal people's distinctive world view, the
wisdom of their ancestors and their ways of being human could vanish as well. Language protection
requires

maintaining or increasing the number of fluent speakers

•

using the language as a medium of communication in everyday life especially in the family

Where languages are declining or severely threatened, school immersion programs can help but a
language will not live if it is not used in everyday life Itmust be the medium of communication at work, in
school, in the media, in government and most of all, at home.

Each Aboriginal nation will have to decide how far itcan go in preserving its languages and develop
policies to match. In the meantime, the speakers of Aboriginal languages areagingand dying. We
propose the establishment of an Aboriginal Languages Foundation to document, study and conserve
Aboriginal languages and to helpAboriginal people arrest and reverse the loss of languagesthat has
already occurred.
Communications

Canada hasalways been held together in part byits communication links from theriver systems ofthe
fur traders tothetranscontinental railroad tothe satellite signals linking ustoday. The information passing
along these channels shapes and defines our view of the world and of one another. The need for
accurateinformation and realistic portrayals of Aboriginal peopleis evident.

But Aboriginal people are not well represented by or in the media. Many Canadians know Aboriginal
people only asnoble environmentalists, angry warriors or pitiful victims. A full picture oftheir humanity is
simply not available in the media.

Mainstream media do nol reflect Abonginal realities very well. Nor do they offer much space toAboriginal

people to tell their own stories as broadcasters, journalists, commentators, poets or story tellers.
Aboriginal people have little opportunity to tell Canadians in their own ways and their own words who

they are.

Because Canadians do nol hear Aboriginal points of view, they are often left with mistaken impressions

aboutAboriginal people's lives and aspirations andthe reasons for their actions.

Aboriginal people aro also severely limited in their opportunities to communicate with one another. They

have few media services oftheir own and even those lost almost all their funding in recent cuts
Domination ofthe media by the imagery and preoccupations of non-Aboriginal people contributes to the
weakening of Aboriginal cultures. In the North, for example, the arrival of television in the 1960s helped

transform the society in |ust one generation
We make proposals in four areas.

- The Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission should require those

who hold broadcast licences in areas with significant Aboriginal populations to provide air time
for an Aboriginal presence

* Mainstream media, both public and private, should provide for agreater Aboriginal presence in
their offerings

• The federal government should support training of Aboriginal people for media positions.
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The federal government should provide core funding for Aboriginal-controlled media and
incentives for private support for these media

visual and Performing Arts
For Aboriginal people, as for all people, the arts are both a reflection and an extension of their history,
mythology and spirituality. They are a mirror Aboriginal people hold up to see themselves more dearly
and a window they hold open to let others see in. Whether they explore traditionalforms of expression,
modern forms or both, Aboriginalartists, performers and writers are contributing to their own cultures
and to Canada's cultural identity as well.

Given their importance, it is perhaps surprising how little public or private support Aboriginal arts and
artists actually receive

•

Thegreat majority ofthe books aboutAboriginal people marketed each year bymajor Canadian
publishers are written by non Aboriginal authors.

•

Aboriginal publishers report difficulty securing support from government agencies thatsupport
publishing

•

Aboriginal artsthatwere once part ofeveryday life and ceremonial use are relegated to the

status of crafts and artifacts and housed predominantly in museums, rather than displayed in art
galleries

•

The Indian affairs department has been instrumental in creating a market for Inuit arts and crafts
and provided general support for training in the visual and performing arts. Butitoffers minimal
help in mounting productions, which are a crucial partoftraining.

• Arts funding agencies are only beginning to look for ways tojudge Aboriginal forms andartistic
creations, at least in partaccording to culture-specific criteria.

The expression of Aboriginal voice, rooted in unique cultures and world views, was actively suppressed

in the era of domination and assimilation Even in this era of renewal, Aboriginal arts and artists are
neglected by Canadian institutions, bothpublic and private.

The Commission sees a need for active support for at least a generation, to encourage revrtalization and
development of visual, literary and performing arts. We propose establishment of an Aboriginal Arts
Council, a review of granting criteria in mainstream institutions, and increased support for trainina and

facilities for display and performance.

Better Lives for Aboriginal People
Discussions of Aboriginal affairs sometimes seem weighted toward issues of governance law
constitution making and institution building. But the real point of these mechanisms is to make Aboriainal

lives better.

Over the years, much time and energy and many dollars have been spent trying to do this. Yet serious
problems of HI health, miseducation and disturbed family life remain. Aboriginal people and communities

are worn down by the persistence of these problems. Canadians feel them as a drag on national
progress.

Are the social problems of Aboriginal people intransigent? Hopeless? Certainly not But ways of
organizing and delivering human services for Aboriginal people must change fundamentally.
Patterns of distress, violence and self-destructive behaviour will never shift fully toward well-being without
aconcomitant shift of power, control and resources. But Aboriginal control is not a panacea

self-government is not a magic wand, and it is no guarantee of good results. It is always possible that

Aboriginal control will beexercised badly from time to time, In any case, it will take time for

self-government to have an impact

In the meantime, improving the lives and strengthening the capacities ofAboriginal people is a
worthwhile end in itself It is also part of making Aboriginal control work, as illustrated by the circle of

well-being described at the beginning ofthis chapter
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How can it be done? In four ways:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Canadian governments can make room for Aboriginal initiative and control.
Leaders at all levels can give greater prominence to social policy.

Human services can be shifted from piecemeal to holistic programming.
Individualsin need of housing, healing, schooling and other kinds of help can be provided for
along the lines proposed by the Commission.
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and Realities
The Aboriginal peoples of Canada include First Nations,
Inuit and Metis peoples. The more than SO FirstNations
have much in common, but they are differentfrom one
another and very different from Inuit, whose culture was

shaped by the demanding northern environment. Different :
again are Metis people, who blended traditions from

Aboriginal and European forebears in a unique new culture.

Many Peoples, Many Voices

In the first three chapters, we discussed many of the things that matter most to Aboriginal people. But it
ismisleading toimply that all Aboriginal people share identical concerns and priorities.

Some groups have concerns that cut across cultural and nation lines. Women, youth, elders, people
living in cities and those living in the North have specific concerns and proposals for change, many of

which they presented to the Commission. We recognize the multiple realities of Aboriginal peoples and
in this chapter we give them voice.

'

By grouping people and ideas in this way, we dont want to imply that all women or all Metis persons or

all northerners agree on issues and solutions. They do not. But in our conversations with them some
dominant themes did emerge, and we present them here. We hope that everyone who spoke to uswill

find something of themselves in what follows.
Voices of Women

Women played a prominent part in the political and cultural life of many traditional Aboriginal societies

First and foremost, they were honoured asthe givers of life. Their ability to bear raise and nurture the'
new generation was seen as a special gift from the Creator, a source of awesome power and eoual

responsibility.

r

H

Wlmenl'j teadership roles varied from nation to nation. Mohawk women, for example, were active in the
political life of clan, village, nation and confederacy. Inuit women deferred to male leaders in public
decision making but had considerable influence in social relations and family affairs, especially as they

grew older. In some Aboriginal societies, women had a more subordinate role; even then their skills and
knowledge gave them an essential role in the community.

We are under no illusion that women's lives before contact were free of social problems. But Aboriainal
women toW us that, with the coming of colonial powers, a disturbing mind-set crept into their own
societies. Polices and laws imposed by foreign governments ruptured cultural traditions and introduced
discrimination against women.

Today, Aboriginal women are organized in ways that allow them to press for action on issues that

concern them. Largely silenced for many years, now they will be heard.
Women and Indian Status

Their first concerns are for thoir immediate families and communities. But they have seen first-hand how
laws and policies can have devastating oonsequences when put into action.

Ulr ?^ea,re3dy ?eSCrlb!d how Aborj9inal PeoP'e were restricted and controlled by the Indian Act and
other
)aws onginating .n the nineteenth century. Women were doubly disadvantaged bWhes^fnatore
of this law rooted as it was in Victorian ideas of race and patriarchy. For mochomsLZrT^omT

were not alofowed
to vote mband
elections,
could not own or inherit property,
property ana
and werSeated*£Z
'property
their husbands
in many
contexts.
were treated asthe
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Perhaps most offensive of all, a woman's identity as a First Nations person came to depend on the
status of her husband. Even if she spoke her Aboriginal language, practised the traditions of her nation,
and raised her children in the ways of her people, she ceased to be 'Indian' in the eyes of the
government the moment she married a non-Indian. By extension, her children also ceased to be 'Indian'.

Women and children who lost Indian status lost allthe rights that went with it. Men who married

non-Indians did not suffer the same penalties. After a decade of challenges by Aboriginalwomen, the
government made an effort to correct the injustice by introducing Bill C-31 in 1985.

Bill C-31 allows for the reinstatement of those who lost Indian status under the old rules and gives Indian
status to their children. However, the process and criteria for first-time registration are confusing and still
offensive, because authority to determine who can be recognized as a status Indian stilllies with the
federal government, not with Aboriginal people.

As well, the children of women reinstated under Bill C-31 are still treated less favourably than those of

menwho married non-Indians before 1985. Andchildren born ofsuch unions after 1985 generally
cannot pass their status on to their children.

Given enough time and enough marriages outside status boundaries, 'status Indians' could disappear
completely as a category.

A further problem is that Bill C-31 delegated authority to bands to determine who can become a band

member andconsequently who can live on reserve lands. Those who acquired or regained status under
Bill C-31 are not automatically given band membership or the rights that gowith it. Accessto subsidized

housing on reserves is hotly contested in some places. Bill C-31 women and their children may suffer
materially as well as psychologically from exclusion enforced byband decisions.

Instead ofsolving the status question once and for all, Bill C-31 created new divisions and newfears As

we see it. the solutions should be found by Aboriginal people themselves, as part of the nation-building

process outlined in Chapter 2. Definitions ofmembership or citizenship in Aboriginal nations are not the
business ofCanadian governments. However, Aboriginal women and their organizations must be
assured the resources to participate fully in this process, and in all aspects ofnation building, before the

federal government vacates the terrain.

A Priority on Healing

The need for Aboriginal people to heal from the consequences of domination, displacement and
assimilation is perhaps the overarching concern of Aboriginal women. They have seen the social fabric

of their communities severely damaged by mistaken policies. Many told us that healing must take place
before self-government can succeed. As they put it, only healthy people and healthy communities can

create healthy nations.

Breaking free of the pain, anger and resentment that are the legacy of the colonial past means allowing

Abongmal people and communities to initiate their healing strategies initiatives that draw on traditional
practices and an understanding of people's needs. They want more and better community health and

social services, with adequate resources and a preponderance ofAboriginal staff.

Family violence is aparticularly alarming manifestation ofthe erosion of traditional norms of interpersonal
respect. Many women spoke to us of fear for the safety of their children and themselves and the need for
places of refuge. In some communities, especially smaller ones, it can be hard for awoman and her

children to find a safe haven.

Aboriginal women want to see their leaders and communities take azero-tolerance stand against family

and^ctims y*** *^^ n°* ** m0i* ^'^ appropriato counselling services for both perpetrators
Voices of Elders

Elders are known by many names in Aboriginal societies: the Old Ones, the Wise Ones Grandmothers
and Grandfathers and in the Metis Nation, Senators. They are teachers, philosophers lingutete
historians, healers, judges, counsellors al! these roles and more.

wwpnw, "ngursts,

Elders are living embodiments of Aboriginal traditions and cultures. Through the Creators qifts and their
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Elders are keepers of spiritual knowledge that has sustained people through thousands of years
knowledge of ceremonies and traditional activities, of laws and rules set down by the Creator to enable
the people to live as a nation.
Both types of knowledge are equally important and valid. The spiritual and the physical intertwine;the
natural and the supernatural wrap like a braid around the daily act of living. The realm of the sacred
becomes a part of everyday life.

Not all elders are seniors, nor are allold people elders. Some are quite young. But elders have gifts of
insight and understanding, as well as communication skills to pass on the collective wisdom of
generations that have gone before.

Elders do not hoard their knowledge. Their most important task is to pass it on, so that the culture of
their people can stay vital and responsive to changing times and conditions. The continuity of their
nations depends on them.

They transmit culture and moresthrough action, example andoral tradition stories, jokes, games and
other shared activities. The experience is personal; speaker and listener share the event. Hearing stories
and teachings, listeners feel the pain, the joy, the victories anddefeats of their people. They reach outto
one another across time. Past, present and future become one.

With the help of their elders, Aboriginal nations have struggled to maintain their traditional values,
languages and knowledge base despite aggressive external forces vying to destroy them. Aboriginal
people have fought fieroely to preserve their traditions, knowing that theyarethe principal source of their
identity, self-respect and strength as individuals and as nations.

Today we see agreat resurgence ofinterest among Aboriginal people in their languages and traditions,
many ofwhich were fading until recently. Presenters at our public hearings told usthat new institutions'
must build on the core teachings ofAboriginal tradition and the contemporary insights oftheeiders.
But reviving and reintroducing tradition does not mean turning back the clock. Most ofthe world's people
live their lives according to religions and philosophies that are hundreds or thousands of years old.
Similarly, Aboriginal traditions and teachings took their first form long ago, but they can bereshaped to
be useful in the modern world.

The success ofelders working with Aboriginal prisoners illustrates one part they can play. When we
spoke to Aboriginal offenders, they told us how elders have helped them understand themselves, how

they used counselling and traditional ceremonies to help them with the inner problems that contribute to
criminal behaviour. Elders have been valuable in other judicial initiatives as well, especially in sentencing
circles,

'

Elders told us that they have much more to offer than they are now being asked to give. They can be

{and in some cases already are) significant contributors in education, health and social services land
and resource management boards, and efforts to build Aboriginal governments. They can contribute at

almost every stage and every level. In education, for example, much is lost if elders are merely brought
into classrooms once ayear for a'cultural awareness* day. They could be helping to reshape curriculum

teaching practices and administration styles.

'

Aboriginal people want to see the ways of their ancestors recognized, protected and used Elders must

have access to sacred sites for ceremonies and to gather traditional plants and herbs. Elders in turn will
contnbute their gifts ofinsight and knowledge to the nation. This is asit should be, for elders are

essential to the perpetuation and renewal oftheAboriginal way oflife.
Voices of Youth

Aboriginal youth make up the largest segment of the Aboriginal population. An estimated 56 2 per cent
of Aboriginal people are under 25. These young people will carry on the initiatives and live the dreams of

Aboriginal nations m the next millennium.

Some of the most dynamic presentations we heard were from youth. They showed insight and
heartening optimism in discussing the many serious issues affecting their life chances. They are lookino
for solutions that are practical and can be implemented right now in their communities. They are
undaunted by political and administrative hurdles. They want to get the job done in the quickest most

effective way possible.
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But youth do not feel their visions and ideas are being recognized by their leaders. They see themselves
39 a wasted resource. They urged Aboriginal organizations to follow the lead of the National Association
of Friendship Centres and the InuitCircumpolar Conference, to take steps to involve them more deeply
in all community matters.

Aboriginal youth described three overarching goals for the future:

Recognition and involvement. They want to participate more fully in community and nation life
and to work together with their peers in other Aboriginal nations on issues of common concern.

•

Empowerment.Youth want the tools and skills to solve their own problems. They talked to us
about their wish for political empowerment, whichmeans having a voice at the local, provincial

and national levels of governance. Theytalked about economic empowerment as well, for they
know they need jobs to break the cycle of dependence in which some of their kin have been
trapped.

•

Healing. In harmony with Aboriginal women, youth sawhealing as a necessary first step to their
personal empowerment. They spoke about healing the spirit, the mind,the emotions and the
body.

Spiritual healing and rediscovery are necessary so that Aboriginal youth can geta firm footing in their

cultures and traditions. This will protect them from the alienation and hopelessness that lead to drug
taking, lawlessness and suicidal behaviour. The Commission supports the call byyoung people for more
opportunities to learn about their cultures not just asabstractions or relics but as living, growing traditions.
Healing ofthe mind implies a school environment in which the contributions ofAboriginal peoples to
Canada and the world arestudied, respected andvalidated. Youth need a curriculum inclusive of

Aboriginal history and present-day realities. They need learning institutions run by Aboriginal people for
Aboriginal people. They need better financial support to undertake and complete their studies.

Healing of the emotions can perhaps best be done with the help ofelders. Aboriginal youth 6ee elders as

being able to offer them counselling in times of trouble from acontemporary perspective, informed by a

traditional woridview Atthe same time, they need to create space for serious talk among themselves
and toshare the emotional load that comes with being Aboriginal in Canada today.

Healing of the body completes the circle. Young people need more opportunities for sport and

recreation, to help them build social bonds in their communities, create bridges to other communities,

and develop leadership and team-playing capacities. Some told us that the social problems they see'
around them could be alleviated through recreation programs designed with these goals in mind.
Aboriginal youth are now served not very well in a piecemeal way byprograms and initiatives ofvarious

departments and governments. We see aneed for aco-ordinated, Canada-wide policy framework to
deal with the concerns of Aboriginal youth to take an integrated approach to issues of education justice
health and healing, employment, sportand recreation, and urban concorns.

Although those who spoke tothe Commission were largely optimistic about what lies ahead for them

Aboriginal youth face many obstacles to asafe and satisfying future. With alittle help, they are ready to
roll up theirsleeves and do their partto refashion the future.

Voices of Metis People

Some 139,000 Canadians identify themselves as Metis. Their history dates back hundreds of years but

most Canadians know little about them. Metis are distinct Aboriginal peoples, with their own history'

language and culture.

European fur traders and settlers began to assooiate with and marry indigenous women 6oon after they
arrived in the Americas. In the early years, children of those unions were usually raised in one culture
either European or Aboriginal. But as time passed, the offspring of mixed marriages began to combine

elements ofboth cultures, to produce something original new Aboriginal peoples, the Metis.

Metis culture grew out of the circumstances of their lives. On the prairies, the language ofthe Metis
Michif (and its many dialects) was apractical blend of French and several First Nations languages
Constant travel inspired portable art exuberant song, danoe and fiddle music and skilfully decorated

clothing. Some Metis formed permanent settlements around trading centres. The buffalo hunt was an
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importantorganizing feature of other, more mobile Metis groups. Foreastern Metis, a fishing economy
shaped settlement patterns

Using their family connections, theirwilderness skills, and theirknowledge of European and Aboriginal
languages to extend European penetration into the North American interior, Metis people played a
crucial role in building the country.

In Chapter 2, we defined the term nation and recommended a recognition policy for Aboriginal nations.

The peopleof the western Metis Nation fit ourcriteria of nationhood. They have long been a culturally
distinct people, they demonstrate social cohesiveness, and they have a record of political effectiveness.

They might well be one of the first peoples to movetoward nation status underthe approach we
propose. We expectthatthe Metis of Labrador andother Metis communities would follow suit, on a
more extended timetable.

The government of Canada should deal with Metis people, like all other Aboriginal peoples, on a
nation-to-nalion basis. The Constitution Act 1982 already recognizes them as Aboriginal peoples, but
the government has declined to extend most of itsAboriginal programs and servicesto them.

The government maintains that its responsibility for Alndians, and Lands reserved for the Indians®, set
outIn section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867, does not include the Metis. We disagree. More than
50 years ago, the Supreme Court ruled that federal jurisdiction under section 91(24) includes Inuit. The
government nowoffers most of its programs and services to them. It is unjust and unreasonable to
withhold from Metis people the services and opportunities available to other Aboriginal peoples.
The general goals of Metis people are not very different from those ofother Aboriginal people:
reinforcing their culture, assuming political responsibility for themselves, obtaining a viable land base for
economic and cultural development, and ensuring that their children are healthy, well educatedand
ready to lead the nation in their turn.

A land base is particularly important because, except in Alberta, Metis people have no territory oftheir

own. Vast tracts of land in the prairies were to have been distributed to them under the Manitoba Act,

1870 and the Dominion Lands Act of 1879, bymeans ofa system known as'scrip*. But thosewho tried
to collect theland they were owed encountered delays, inefficiency, stonewalling and outright scams.
Often the allocated land was so far distant from a claimant's home base that his only real option was to
sell it for whatever hecould get Local land speculators were ready and willing to buy at bargain
basement prices.

Moreover, the scrip system was not intended to result in atrue Metis land base. Scrip was given to
individuals, entitling them to settle with their families on discrete parcels ofland. It was nothing like the
reserve system, where First Nations shared an exclusive territory. The government ofthe day feared the

growing numbers, economic strength and fire power ofMetis people and aimed to break uptheir
collectivities

This history ofsharp dealing has led the Metis ofthe prairies to argue that their land rights have never

been extinguished. Metis in other parts ofthecountry escaped the scrip debacle and now claim a land
base in the general context of Aboriginal rights.

Aboriginal nationhood has always been closely connected to the land. To fulfil their legitimate social
cultural, political andeconomic aspirations, Metis people need their own land.

We urge federal, provincial and territorial governments to proceed rapidly with nation recognition sothat
Metis nation(s) can negotiate treaties or accords in the same manner as other Aboriginal peoples. These
would specify the powers of their governments, the extent of their land base, the compensation owing to
them for past injustices, their Aboriginal rights (such asthe right to hunt, fish and trap on Crown land in
all seasons), and the nature of their fiscal arrangements with other governments. These negotiations wiH
be neither quick nor easyall the more reason why they should begin now.

Metis people entered the twentieth century uprooted, fragmented and dispirited. They are determined
that, as the next century unfolds, they will regain their rightful place as self-governing, self-sufficient
culturally vibrant Aboriginal people living in a more egalitarian Canadian society.

Voices from the North

Canada's North is home to Inuit, First Nations and Metis people and to non-Aboriginal people drawn
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there by the astonishing beautyof the North, its promise of economic opportunity, and the uniqueway of
lifeit offers. Itis a proving ground for political ideas and systems, a place where bold new initiativescan
be tested. The North thus remains a place of exploration and discovery, of charting new paths and
exploring new frontiers.
The Political Dimension

The Aboriginal peoples of the North live under a variety of political arrangements.
The 17 First Nation communities of the Yukon recently negotiated an Umbrella Final Agreement (ufa)
that greatlyincreases their land and resource base and makes available a significant pool of capital for
their use. The ufa also provides a framework for individual self-government agreements and, for the first
time, does not require blanket extinguishment of Aboriginal title.
Dene signed two of the historical treaties, Treaty 8 and Treaty 11. As well, two contemporary land claims
have been settled, one with the Gwich'in Dene and Metis, the other with the Sahtu Dene and Metis. The

Dogrib are currently negotiating a third claim. Dene elsewhere in the North expect to achieve
self-government through implementation of their treaties.

The Metis of northern Canada are not partof Treaties 8 and 11, but they are included in the two modern

claims agreements thathavebeen reached. Theyare seeking waysto restore and protect their rights in
a combined process of constitutional development and land claims.

The 38,000 Inuit living in the North have exercised their right ofself-determination through 'public
government' (a form of governance discussedinChapter 2). Eligibility to participate in governance is
based on long-term residency, not Aboriginal nation orgroup membership. But because Inuit form a
majority on theirtraditional territories, they can control government activity.

Most Inuit in the North share in one of three major land claims agreements: the James Bay and Northern
Quebec Agreement, signed in 1975; the Inuvialuit Final Agreement (1984), covering the Inuvialuitin the
western Arctic; andthe Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Actand the Nunavut Act (1993), which will
create a new territory in the eastern part ofthe Northwest Territories in 1999. Labrador isthe only region
settled mostly by Inuit that is without an agreement. The government has transferred administrative
authority to Labrador Inuit in specific program areas, and they hope that a broader agreement can
eventually be reached.

The pace of political change in the North over the last 20 years has been remarkable. People in all
regions are settling in to build governing institutions that reflect the social and cultural variety ofnorthern
peoples.

Environmental Stewardship

Most Aboriginal northerners maketheir living in the'mixed' economy. Households combine cashincome

from avariety ofsources (employment, welfare, art and craft production) with hunting, fishing and other

harvesting activities. As jobscome andgo, as fish and fur prices rise and fall, astheir circumstances
change, people shift their mix of activities to match.

The health of the mixed economy depends on the health of the environment. Environmental stewardship
is thus amatter of survival for northern Aboriginal peoples survival ofthe mixed economy and their way
of life.

Most northern Aboriginal people favour commercial development but only if it happens in ways that

respect the land and all its life forms. However, the legacy ofmany resource extraction projects and of
military installations that still dot the North has been extensive environmental damage.
Northerners speaking tothe Commission expressed strong views about the need to clean upthese sites
and prevent future pollution, to improve the operations ofregulatory bodies; and to use Aboriginal
knowledge of natural phenomena to ensure sustainable resource use.

Initiatives such as wildlife co-management boards, which bring the combined expertise of Aboriginal
hunters and non-Aboriginal scientists to bear on protection and harvesting issues, are an example ofa
northern approach to environmental stewardship that should be promoted and extended.

Supporting the Northern Economy
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Even with a healthy environment, a question remains: howwill all the people ofthe North make a living in
the future? The adult population will growsignificantly overthe next decade, outstripping the most

optimistic forecast of new jobs. The cost of living is high, and public spending will not be able to meet all
needs.

Aboriginal peoplecan and should play a larger role indesigning measures to increase self-reliance
among those who, because of their circumstances, may alwaysneed income supplements of some
kind. Programs that draw on Aboriginalvalues, self-awareness and creativity will have far more positive
effects on those who need help than current programs have.

For example, funds from social assistance programs could be used to support traditional harvesting or
paid labourof all kinds. In eithercase, the community would benefit from promoting self-reliance.
Our report also contains proposals for supporting the wage sector. Aboriginal people in the North have
never shared fully in the economic benefits of resource extraction in their traditional territories. We

describe ways for non-resident businesses and industriesto give back something of what they are taking
out of the North by recruiting more Aboriginal employees, helping to develop a more skilled labour force,
supporting local businesses, and engaging in more joint ventures with Aboriginal people, communities
and nations.

Taking Charge

Aboriginal people's way of life has been transformed inthe pasttwo decades. Where once they moved
freely on the land, most now livein sottled communities.Where once they had the independence and
the insecurity of small hunter-gatherer societies, most now depend on wage employmentor social
assistance.

For some, the result has been a breakdown of traditional norms andvalues and inthe responsible social
behaviour thatgrew from them. Many northerners trace the abuse ofalcohol and other social problems
to the pace and scale of the changes they have experienced.

We support their intention to take charge of the institutions, processes and programs that will directand
control change in the North. This will allow them to worktoward new codes of responsible social
behaviour and new ways of sharing the frontier that is also their homeland.

Voices of Urban Aboriginal People
Almost half ofall theAboriginal people in Canada live in urban areas, and as many Aboriginal people live
in Winnipeg asin theentire Northwest Territories. Many Canadians will find these facts surprising, and
governments certainly appear to have given them little thought in policy and program deoisions.

This information and policy vacuum can betraced, atleast in part, tolong-standing ideas about where
Aboriginal people 'belong'. Canadians and their governments seem to believe that Aboriginal people
were notmeant for city life or that, ifthey come tothecity, they should live like 'ordinary Canadians'.

But culture is not something Aboriginal people discard at the city limits. The cultures in which people are
raised and given their identity reside deep inside them and shape every aspect ofbeing wherever they

happen to be living.

Who Are Urban Aboriginal People?

Some 320,000 self-identified Aboriginal people live in cities thats 45 per cent ofthe total Aboriginal
population, and the proportion is expected to grow.

Aboriginal people come to the city for many reasons. Often they seek new opportunity education, ajob

a chance toimprove their lives. Some women leave home toescape abuse. Others are denied

residence In their home communities (Bill C-31 notwithstanding). Whatever the reasons, Aboriginal

women outnumber men in the urban population.

The city does not always keep its promise of abetter life for Aboriginal people. They are markedly

disadvantaged in comparison to their non-Aboriginal neighbours. In general they have less education
are lesslikely to have jobs, and are more likely to be poor.

The Quostion of Identity
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Aboriginal people face an enormous struggle to maintain culture and identity in urban settingslet alone
passthem on to their children. City life, with itsmyriad cultures andlifestyles, does not necessarily
validate theirs. Episodes of racismlead many to questiontheir identity and self-worth. Some told us they
fear losing themselves, orthey feel torn betweenworlds. Others repudiate their identity by denying their
aboriginality or falling into serf-destructive behaviour.
In our view, Aboriginal people should be able to feel at home and find affirmation of their identity
wherever they choose to live. ForAboriginal culture to survive in cities, thriving communities are needed,
with culture-based institutions to serve and support them.

In our public hearings, friendship centres were often described as places where any Aboriginal person
can find support and acceptance in the city. The centres have long experience in delivering cultural
education and rediscovery programs, and they should have secure funding from the federal government
to carry on their work.

In some cities, Aboriginal people have opened their own schools, with culturalsurvival as a main goal. In
addition to subjects set by the provincial curriculum, they teach Aboriginal languages, history and
traditions. Elders are normally involved, an important connection for youth in the absence of the
extended family.

As discussed in Chapter 3, Aboriginal child and family serviceagencies are also becoming more
common. With their policies of in-culture child placement where possible, they arealsoa bulwark against
the gradual assimilation of urban Aboriginal people.

Unfortunately, governments offer an uneven checkerboard of programs and services for Aboriginal
peoplein cities. They usually have only short-term or pilot project funding and arelimited to a few
aspects of life, such as housing and daycare.

We propose that all levels of government co-operate to increase support for cultural survival initiatives.
The ideas are many, but funding has been all too meagre.
Responsibility

The federal government usually takes the position that, once they have left their reserves or settlements.
Aboriginal people are no longer a federal responsibility. Yet some provincial authorities argue that status
Indians remain the responsibility of the federal government.

In ourview, the federal governmentshould be responsible for

•

initiatives related tothe emergence and operations ofurban Aboriginal governments;

•

services arising from treaty entitlements beyond those normally provided byprovinces;

• any special services for urban MJtis people, beyond those provided by the provinces, that may
be agreed in future self-government negotiations.

Provincial and territorial governments are responsible for making the full array of general programs and
services accessible to all Aboriginal people in urban areas, regardless of status. Where numbers

warrant, provincial and territorial governments must ensure that their services are culturally appropriate.

Wealso seeaneed for enriched or remedial services, to help Aboriginal people achieve a quality oflife

similar to that ofother urban Canadians. This cost should beshared byfederal, provincial andterritorial
governments, accordingto a formula reflecting the fiscal capacity of each.

We would like to see urban services delivered ona 'status-blind" basis. That is, they should be available

and accessible to all Aboriginal people, regardless oftheir nation of origin. In some provinces, however,
urban services are being delivered to First Nations and MJtis people separately. Where this system is

workingwell, we see no reason to disrupt it.

Self-Government in the City

One ofthe toughest issues mthe urban context Is self-government. It is fairly easy to imagine

self-government in Aboriginal communities with a discrete land base. But what does itmean incities'?
Will there be 'Aboriginal zones', with their own laws and governments?
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We identified three possible approaches to self-government in urban areas:
•

The first involves the reform of local government services, to ensure Aboriginalinfluence. It

would require guaranteedAboriginal representation on boards and agencies whose activities
directly affect Aboriginal people. Cities with a large Aboriginal population would establish
Aboriginal affairs committees to give advice and guidance and co-management arrangements
for the programs and sen/ices of greatest significance to Aboriginal residents.
•

Under the second approach, urban communities of interest would operate some government
services (schools, daycare centres, housing services) for themselves. A community of interest is
an Aboriginal collectivity that has emerged overtime in an urban setting, through voluntary
association of people from different Aboriginal backgrounds. Its members could design and
control their own city-wide institutions, with an umbrella political structure to oversee and
co-ordinate activities.

•

The third approach is the nation-based approach. Many Aboriginal people have strong ties to
their traditional lands and nations of origin and want a form of self-government with roots at
home. For this approach to work, Aboriginal nations would have to take responsibility for their
members who live in cities. Where Aboriginal nations accept this responsibility, they could
establish urban branches of their home-based services and programs

In addition, particularly in the west, there could be specific Metis services and agencies, arranged in an
interlocking network of decision-making bodies at the local, regional, provincial and national levels.

These and other approaches discussed in our reportwill take time to work out The idea of urban

self-governmentis only beginning to take shape, and most of the conceptual development should be

done by Aboriginal people. We urge thatgovernments, both non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal, co-operate
to provide support in the planning stagesandrecognize viable urban governments as they emerge.
Because Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people live as neighbours in urban areas, Canada's citiesoffer
many chances for building bridges between cultures. We would like to see more Canadians initiatesuch
activities.

Recognizing Diversity
As we talked to Aboriginal people all over Canada, we recognized in some cases, for the first timethe

enormous diversity among them. They do not make up asingle-minded, monolithic entity, speaking with
one voice. Canadians do not expect non-Aboriginal leaders to agree among themselves. They should
not expect Aboriginal leaders to do so either.

Aboriginal people spring from many nation traditions. Their languages, belief systems andoutlooks differ
from one another in important respects although they share much aswell. They differ also intheir
experience of life in Canada by age, by region and by location.

The diversity ofAboriginal perspectives and outlooks isareality that other Canadians must accept for
the sakeofgreater understanding across thecultural divide. Aboriginal people themselves are struggling
to cometo terms with it, as theystrive to build bridges across their differences so thatthey can use their
combined voices to their collective benefit.

The importance ofrecognizing diversity for public policy is this: no one answer will do for all Aboriginal
people. No one model beit self-government, healing centre or housing design will speak toall Aboriginal
nations. Just as there are manyvoices, theremust be manyresponses.
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Renewal: A

Twenty-Year
Commitment
Our report contains hundreds ofrecommendations.
As our mandate directed, we looked at all the major
problems facing Aboriginal people in their relationship,
with Canada. Each has proved difficult to resolve.

Together they look even more unmanageable. Or so
we thought when we began our work.
As we delved deeper, we came to appreciate the Commission's unique opportunity to approach the

relationship between Canada and First Peoples in a new way holistically. We realized that the usual
strategy tackling the problems one at a time, independently is tantamount to puttinga band-aid on a
broken leg. Instead we propose a comprehensive agenda for change.
We talk at some length about new structures of governance, new strategies for economic development,
new kinds of social programs. But at heart, what we want to do is something more radical. It is to bring
about change in human lives. It is to ensure that Aboriginalchildren grow up knowing that they matter
that they are precious human beings deserving love and respect, and that they hold the keys to a future
bright with possibilities in a society of equals.

This is the goal of the Commission's agenda for change. The challenge remains; how to begin?

Foundations of a New Relationship
The starting pointis recognition that Aboriginal peopleare not, as some Canadians seem to think, an
inconsequential minority group with problems that need fixing and outmoded attitudes that need
modernizing. They are unique political entities, whose place in Canada is unlikethat of any other people.

Because of their original occupancy ofthe country, the treatiesthat recognized their rights, the
constitution that affirms those rights, and their continuedcohesion as peoples, they are nations within
Canada collectivitieswith their own character and traditions, a right to their own autonomous
governments, and a special place in the flexible federalism that defines Canada.

Seekinga better balance of political and economic power between Aboriginal and other Canadian
governments was the core and substance ofourwork. Progress on otherfronts, unless accompanied
by this transformation, will simply perpetuate a flawed status quo.

Throughout our report, we emphasizethe importance ofan understanding of history. We cannot expect
to usher in a new beginning unless we reckon first with the past.

We do not proposedwelling on the past. Neither Aboriginal nor non-Aboriginal people wantthat But
there must be an acknowledgement that greatwrongs havebeen doneto Aboriginal people.

There is little evidence ofsuoh an acknowledgement today. Indeed, justas the restoration ofAboriginal
nations and cultures appears to be offering real hopefor renewed well-being, a backlash is developing a
reaction characterized bysloganslike 'all Canadians are equal* and 'no special status* but itspremises
are very wrong.

It iswrong to suggestthat all people should betreated thesame, regardless ofinequalities in their
situation.

It is wrong to turn a blind eye to the dispossession and racism that distort the circumstances of
Aboriginal people and limittheir life chances.

It iswrong to ignore the historical rights thatAboriginal people still enjoy as self-governing political entities
rightsthat Canada undertook to safeguard as wowere struggling toward nationhood.
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Proponents of the so-called 'equality' approach claimthat renewal and restoration in the ways we
propose will bring 'apartheid' to Canada. In the name of equality, they would deny Aboriginal people the
chance to protect their distinctive cultures and fashion their societies in ways that reflect their values.
This way of thinking is the modern equivalent of the mind-set that led to the Indian Act, the residential
schools, the forced relocations and the other nineteenth-century instruments of assimilation.

We ask those who think this way to reconsider their position. Its consequences are the very antithesis of
equality, for itwill freeze the existing imbalance of power and well-being between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal people firmly in place.

How to Begin
The first step is for the government of Canada to make a clear commitment to renewing the relationship
between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, guided bythe principles of recognition, respect, sharing
and responsibility

Change of this magnitude cannotbe achieved by piecemeal reform of existing programs and services
however helpful anyone of these reforms might be. It will takeanactof national intention a major,
symbolic statement of intent, accompanied by the laws necessary to turn intentions into action.

This can best be done by a new Royal Proclamation, issued by the Queen as Canada'shead of state
andthe historical guardian ofthe rights of Aboriginal peoples, and presented to the people of Canada in
a special assembly called for the purpose.

The proclamation would set out the principles of the new relationship and outline the laws and

institutions necessary toturn those principles into reality. It would not supplant but support and
modernize the Royal Proclamation of1763. which has been called Aboriginal peoples' Magna Carta.

The newproclamation would commit the government ofCanada to making good on its proclaimed
intentions by introducing newlaws andinstitutions to implement them. The laws andinstitutions would
come into beingthrough companion legislation passed by Parliament:

• AnAboriginal Nations Recognition and Government Act, to permit thegovernment of Canada,
following processes and criteria set out in theact, to recognize Aboriginal nations and make
interim arrangements to finance their activities.

• An Aboriginal Treaties Implementation Act, to establish processes and principles for recognized
nations to renew their existing treaties orcreate newones.This actwould also establish several
regional treaty commissions to facilitate and support treaty negotiations, which would be
conducted by representatives of the governments concerned.

• An Aboriginal Lands and Treaties Tribunal Act, which would establish an independent body to
decide on specific claims, ensure that treaty negotiations are conducted and financed fairly, and
protect theinterests ofaffected parties while treaties are being negotiated.

•

AnAboriginal Parliament Act, to establish a body to represent Aboriginal peoples within federal

governing institutions and advise Parliament on matters affecting Aboriginal people. (A
constitutional amendment, to come later, would create aHouse of First Peoples, to become part

ofParliament along with the House ofCommons and theSenate.)
•

AnAboriginal Relations Department Act and an Indian and Inuit Services Department Act. toset

up two departments to replace the Department ofIndian Affairs and Northern Development one
to implement the new relationship with Aboriginal nations, the second to administer continuing
services for groups that have not yet opted for self-government

The proclamation and companion legislation can be initiated by the federal government acting on its

own. But itwould be better for the future ofthe relationship and for the negotiations that lie ahead ifthe
governments ofCanada, theprovinces, theterritories and the Aboriginal nations were towork together
from the very beginning.

We propose that close consultations with Aboriginal peoples and provincial governments onthecontent

of the proclamation and companion legislation begin within six months of the publication ofthis report.
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Provincial and territorial governments have benefited greatiy from Aboriginal peoples' loss of lands and
resources. They have a moral and a legal responsibility to participate fully in measures to restore
self-reliance and autonomy, including land redistribution, the redesign of government responsibilities,
and arrangements for co-management of shared resources.

To this end. we call for a meeting of first ministers and Aboriginal leaders to be convened as soon as
possible, but no later than six months after publication of our report. Its purpose will be to review our
central recommendations, consult on the proposed Royal Proclamation, and set up a forum of ministers
and representatives of key Aboriginal organizations to work out a Canada-wide framework agreement
for negotiating key elements of the agenda for ohange, especially
•

principles to guide redistribution of land and resources

•

the general scope of Aboriginal governments' core jurisdiction

•

principles of intergovernmental fiscal arrangement

•

principles of co-management on publiclands

•

the character of interim reliefagreements

This framework would significantly speed the process and lower the cost ofthe treaty negotiations to
follow. The forum should have a target date ofthe year 2000 to complete its work.

Gathering Strength and Building Capacity
To this point we have disoussed structural measures to rebalance power between Aboriginal peoples
and Canadian governments. But structures dont make change; people do. Aboriginal people must
regain hope that their rights will be recognized and their legacy of disadvantage overturned When they

do. their energies will beliberated tofashion the thousands ofindividual solutions that will make chance

a reality.

**

To equip Aboriginal people for the tasks of nation building that lie ahead, structural change new laws
new bodies to implement them must be accompanied by measures to give people hope, new capacities
for self-management, and theconfidence totake charge in their communities and nations.

This requires oarly action in four areas: healing, economic development, human resources development
and Aboriginal institution building.
•

Healing of individuals, families, communities and nations

Healing aims to restore physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health. It implies
recovery for individuals and communities from the wounds of culture loss, paternalistic

and sometimes racist treatment, and official policies ofdomination and assimilation.

Healing is already under way in many communities, but the momentum needs to grow. It

needsto be supported byschools, hospitals, family services. It needsto reach the
young, the old, and everyone in between.

Healing must build on Aboriginal traditions of mutual aid and community responsibility. It
should include community and national leaders, whose approaches to decision making
are sometimes distorted by theirexperiences of government underthe Indian Act.

Restoring communities and nations to unity and harmony is an extension ofhealing at

the personal level. Such healing mustaccompany self-government.
•

Economic development

Aboriginal people must have the tools to escape from thepoverty that cripples them as
individuals and as nations. Redistributing lands and resources will greatly improve their
chances for jobs and areasonable income. After that, the tools most urgently needed
are capital for investment in business and industry and enhanced technical,
management and professional skills to realize new opportunities.
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Hand in hand with improved economic conditions must come improved livingconditions.

We propose a major initiative to bringhousing, water supplies and sanitation facilities up
to standards that will reduce threats to health and help restore self-respect and initiative.
Accelerating development of human resources
Activities of self-government, healing, community infrastructure development, and
commercial enterprise will need many more trained people than are now available.
Changes in the education system can generate better high school completion rates
among Aboriginal students.

We also propose a 10-year initiativeto overcome education and training deficits by

involving private companies, training institutions and governments in programs to
encourage Aboriginal people to develop skills in a full range of technical, commercial
and professional fields.
•

Institution building

Most of the institutions governing Aboriginal life today originate outside Aboriginal
communities. For the most part, they operate according to rulesthat fail to reflect
Aboriginal values and preferences. In every sector of publiclife, there is a need to make

way for Aboriginal institutions. Development ofmany oftheseinstitutions should proceed
beforeself-governing nations emerge, buttheyshould be designed to complement, not
compete with, nation structures.

The High Cost of the Status Quo

The case for anew deal for Aboriginal peoples rests on strong arguments for restorative justice and
recognition of historical Aboriginal rights. It also rests on solid economic ground: Canada can no longer
afford the status quo.

Eliminating the excess cost to Canadians ofthe policies ofthe past is a powerful argument for

implementing the Commission's agenda for change.

• The cost of Aboriginal peoples' inability to obtain good jobs and earn reasonable incomes is very
high. It takes the form of earnings Aboriginal people never receive, goods and services they do
notaddto the economy, andtaxestheycannot pay.

• Asmaller but still significant financial burden on taxpayers arises from the cost ofremedial
services to help Aboriginal people cope with thenegative effects oftheir history ofdominationhigher than average use ofwelfare programs, housing subsidies, health and justice services.
Lost Earnings and Production

More than two-thirds of the cost of the status quo comes about because Aboriginal people are more
likely than other Canadians to be unemployed and, when employed, they are likely to receive lower
wages.

As agroup, Aboriginal people are on the margins of the Canadian economy. They produce less and
thus contribute less than the average Canadian, to the wealth of the nation. Because they earn less thev
have a substantially lower standard of living than other Canadians.

" all
,r). Canadians.
I"0, on,y 43 per cent of Abori9'nal PeoP»e over age 15 had jobs, compared to 61 per cent of
• In 1991. Aboriginal people who were employed earned $21.270 on average or 76 per cent of
the Canadian average of $27,880.

'

If these disparities did not exist, Aboriginal people would have added an additional $5.8 billion in goods
and services to the Canadian economy in 1996. This is not apassing phenomenon. Substantial losses

have been incurred for along time. In the decade between 1981 and 1991, they actually increased.
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The unemployment rate for Aboriginal people soared during that decade far outpacing the increase for
Canadians generally and their average income declined. This happened despite a narrowing of the gap
in educational attainment between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadians. This trend has likely
continued through the '90s, as the influx of young people into the labour market and the lack of jobs
have persisted.

This situation brings much suffering to Aboriginal people and communities and adds greatly to public
indebtedness. More than 150,000 Aboriginal adults do not know the satisfaction of earning an adequate
income and being economically independent.
Cost of Government Assistance

In 1992-93, the latest year forwhich information on all governmentsis available, the federal government
spent $6 billion dollars for Aboriginal people, mostly on programs forregistered Indians and Inuit Other
governments (mainly the provinces) spent $5.6 billion for a total of $11.6 billion.

Governments spend moneyon all citizens, mostly on programs to provide health care and education,
stimulate the economy, facilitate transportation andso on. Butthe amount spent per person for
Aboriginal people is 57 per cent higherthan for Canadians generally.

Why? Some of the federal government's expenditures arise from special programs, such as non-insured

health benefits and post-secondary education, that originate in treaty rights or Indian Actobligations.
Geography and demography play a role as well:

• The cost ofdelivering services to remote regions, where many Aboriginal people live, is high. For
instance, the cost of delivering services bythe government ofthe Northwest Territories istwice
the national level.

•

Rapid growth in theAboriginal population makes some higher spending inescapable. For
example, the age structure ofthe Aboriginal population makes expenditures on education twice
as high as for Canadians generally.

Other factors relate to Aboriginal people's social and economic conditions, which inflate the needfor
some programs and services:

•

Aboriginal people are over-represented among clients ofremedial services suoh as health care
social services andthe justice system (policing, courts and jails).

• High and rising rates ofpoverty and unemployment increase the need for welfare, housing
subsidies and other payments to individuals.

Costs incurred because of geography and population growth are unavoidable. But alarge portion ofthe
cost ofindividual assistance and remedial health and social programs could be eliminated with the right
policy alternatives.

The excess cost ofassistance to Aboriginal people that is, the amount over and above what is spent on
an equivalent number ofother Canadians is estimated at $2.5 billion for 1996. (This figure consists of
$0.8 billion for financial assistance and $1.7 billion for remedial programs.)
The tax dollars lost because ofunemployment and low-wage employment isestimated at$2.1 billion for
1996. When this amount is added to the $2.5 billion, afigure of$4.6 billion emerges asthe cost to
Canadian governments ofcontinuing policy failure with respect to Aboriginal people. This is about how
much the government ofNew Brunswick spends to run the entire province for ayear.

We can go further. Potential earnings lost to Aboriginal people because of their depressed employment
status and wages are estimated at $2.9 billion for 1996. Adding this to the $4.6 billion already lost
produces afigure of $7.5 billion the total cost to Canada ofleaving Aboriginal people's social and
economic circumstances as they are.

Unless Canada makes fundamental changes, these figures will increase substantially. If current trends

continue, the yearly economic loss to Canada will rise from $7.5 billion to $11 billion (in 1996 dollars)

over the next 20 years, in response to population increase alone (see Table 1).
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table 1

Cost of the Status Quo Today and Tomorrow

l«9*

C? billions)
Cuiit co Aboriginal People

Forgone earned income
ncome laies

loroonp

jb

R6

;

2.1

Financial assistance fioin governments

•0.8

12

Mm income loss of Abotiginal people

2.9

43

Expenditures on remedial programs
17
• Financial assistance to Aboriginal pooplr Da

12

: « t co Governments

Bweipinerttrevenue lorgone
Total cost to governments

24

31

1.G

S7

rs

110

Notoo.

1 The vusl «f tliv sl»lu> quo is shown in italics Older figures show how this cost is distributed

7 Mo«of the costol forgone earned income ($5.8 billion in 1996) is borne byAboriginal people In 6\e form of lostincome The

real isborne bygovernments mthe form or taxes forgone and various terms or assistance paid outThee© coots togovernments

are not included in the amount given for'Cost lo AboriginalPeople'

Renewal as a Good Investment

The Commission's agenda for change can substantially reduce the costs ofAboriginal marginalization, ill
health and social distress. But changes ofsuch magnitude will not be easy. Profound problems require

solutions that deal with the root causes. Solutions, once identified and implemented, take time to come
to fruition.

Canada stands to gain by acting on our proposals. Aboriginal people will gain by achieving greater
productivity and higher incomes. Other Canadians will gain through reduced government spending and

increased government revenues Political, economic and social renewal can help Canada balance its
books.

Our proposals will oost money, but they will also save money. Eventually, savings and new tax revenues
will equal and then exceed the oost ofthe strategy. We estimate that it will take between 15 and 20 years
of investment to reach that point.

Accordingly, we recommend strongly that governments increase their annual spending, so that five years
after the start ofthe strategy, spending is between $1.5 and $2 billion higher than it is today, and that this

level be sustained for some 15 years.

In considering the increased outlay we recommend, Canadians should keep four things in mind:

• The agenda for change will cost Canada significantly less than acontinuation of the status quo

amended piecemeal here and there. The price tag on lost productivity and remedial measures to
make upfor poverty and other forms ofdisadvantage is four to five times higher than the cost of

the measures we propose.

• Our recommendations constitute an interactive strategy. To work, they must reinforce each
other. Implementing self-government and acquiring an increased land base will generate a
powerful momentum for economic self-reliance. Economic well-being tends toimprove health
status. Atthe same time, progress in healing and education will produce stronger, more
confident individuals with the skills and abilities to manage businesses and run governments.

• Changes will have to be negotiated with and implemented by Aboriginal people in the way they
choose. This means that the paoe of change will be determined by the capacity ofAboriginal
nations and communities to implement their chosen priorities acapacity that is still developing.
• Governments are reassessing their role in society and cutting back public spending. It would be
atravesty ofjustice, however, if concerted and effective action to rectify the results ofahistory of
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dispossession were abandoned on grounds of fiscal restraint. A great debt is owing, and
Canadians cannot, in good conscience, default on it.

We estimate that half the potential gain from better social and economic conditions could be realized
within the 20-year investment period. Beyond that point, social and economic recovery will continue
under their own momentum. Over the 20-year period, the flow of financing should evolve in three stages:

In the first five years, an immediate and major infusion of resources will be needed for allaspects
of healing, economic stimulation, upgrading community infrastructure, and developing new
institutions and human resources. By contrast, although structural reform will begin in these early
years nation building, recognition of self-government, and land and treaty processes these
activities will need only limited funding.

At the end of the first five years, as more Aboriginal nations complete land and self-government

negotiations, large outlays will be needed to settle land claims and implement self-government.
Although we expect to see most claims settled within the next 20 years, the cost of land
settlements will be spread out over a longer period.

Afterabout 10 years, Aboriginal people and nations will beginto close the gap in economic
self-reliance and contribute more to the financing of governments. The need for remedial

programs will fall. The point where fiscal gains from ourstrategy beginto outstrip its costs will be
reached within 20 years of the start of the strategy.

Table2 presents a summaryof the changing balance of costs and benefits to governments.
Federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal governments will need to assume a share of the additional

cost ofthe agenda for change. Butthe costswe describe will be borne in part by Aboriginal
governments and financed through their own taxation efforts.

Federal, provincial and territorial governments will benefit greatly in the long term from

•

reduced expenditures oncethe agenda for change begins to alleviate debilitating andcostly
conditions of Aboriginal life

• increased tax revenues asmore Aboriginal people living off Aboriginal nation territories have jobs
and decent incomes and pay taxes

As Commissioners we urge our fellow Canadians to commit the required resources to the actions we

describe, to close the economic gap between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people by 50 per cent and

improve social conditions inthe next 20 years.

Perhaps it will take longer. But within the 20-year timeframe, enormous momentum for change can be
generated. By 2016, Aboriginal people can bevery much better off than they are today and moving
steadily forward

The result will bea large gain in human and financial terms for Aboriginal people and, in the long term,
much greater savings for all Canadians.
table 2

Changes in Government Finances as a Result ofthe Strategy

Additional allocation in the year

2001

Structural measures

($ millions)

1. Tribunal and treatycommissions
2. Nation rebuilding

50

50

50

0

SO

425

3. Nation governments
4. Land claims settlements
Total for structural measures
Social and economic measures

Healing
5. Education, youth and culture
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6. Health care

100

(450)

7. Social services

100

(425)

8. Justice
25
Economic opportunity and living conditions
9. Economic development
350

(325)
225

10. Income transfers

0

(250)

11. Housing and infrastructure
12 Human resource development

400
150

3S0
425

Total for social andeconomic measures
Government revenue gains

1,425
-

(300)
(1,550)

Overall total

1,575

(375)

Nolea.

1.Positive eriliieo (fiuuieo without paienthv«ve) allow theinciease inspending byall governments needed to Implement the

strategy

2. Reductions aioshownby nuiubtris in parentheses inUrn second column. Theserelate to amounts savedas a rac»m orthe

strategy (that is amounts that would bespent If tho status quo continues) end toadditional revenues collected bygovernments

See Volume it.Chapter 3,oitheComm«$ion,& report tor acomplete explanation orthesefigures.
3. Figures are rounded to the nearest $25 million

Awareness and Understanding

The tasks we have laid out for renewing the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
arehuge butthey pale in comparison to the task of changing Canadian hearts and mindsso thatthe

majority understand theaspirations ofAboriginal people and accept their historical rights.

Social and structural change will not take place unless Canadians want it to. Leadership from
governments isnecessary but not enough. People need toseethe reasons for and thejustice in the
Commissions agenda for change. They must urge governments forward when they waver, and they

must beready to accommodate the set-backs and surprises that inevitably come with major change.

Wewere told many times during our mandate that most Canadians know little ofAbonginal life and less

of Aboriginal history. Information in school curriculums is limited. Media coverage is often unsatisfactory.

Few governments, agencies and organizations promote awareness ofAboriginal issues among

members, employees and colleagues.

Yetwithout mutual understanding, a renewed relationship is impossible.

Part of the answer is information. We recommend anumber of steps to increase and improve the quality

ofinformation about Aboriginal people and their concerns. But information alone will not break down

walls of indifference and occasional hostility. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people need many more
chances to meet each other face to face and learn about one another.

We urge Canadians to become involved in abroad and creative campaign ofpublic education. Our

report can be astarting point abasis for study groups, lectures, meetings and exchanges, organized by

churches and unions, schools and hospitals, local businesses and national corporations, about what

theycan doto understand andaccommodate Aboriginal people and their concerns.

Remaining passive and silent is not neutrality it is support for the status quo,
Charting Progress

The Commission's agenda for change is, clearly, along-term undertaking. It makes sense to monitor
progress until those changes are accomplished.

We propose that the federal government set up an Aboriginal Peoples Review Commission to assess
the actions of governments in accomplishing the tasks on the agenda for change.

The importance of an Aboriginal Peoples Review Commission will lie in its independence and its ability to
focus the attention of legislators and governments on the continuing process of renewal It should be

independent of governments and report direct to Parliament
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Last Words
The relationship between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal people In Canada has long been
troubled and recently has shown signs ofslipping into
more serious trouble. The relationship can most
certainly be mended - indeed, turned from a problem '
Into an asset and one of the country's greatest
strengths.

The direction change must take istowardfreeing Aboriginal peoplefrom domination byand dependence
on the institutions and resources of governments. The end ofdependence is something Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal people alike profoundly desire. Itwould be quiteunacceptable for First Nations, Inuit and
Metis peoplesto continue to find their autonomy restricted and constrained inthe twenty-first century.

Yet renewal ofthe relationship must be donewith justice andgenerosity. History and human decency
demand restoration of fair measures ofland, resources and power to Aboriginal peoples. On those
foundations, self-respectand self-reliance will grow steadily firmer inAboriginal communities. Intheir
absence, anger and despair will growsteadily deeper - with conflict the likely result.

Aboriginal people must beenabled to function once again as nations. This is a new way ofthinking
about old andpersistent problems. For many years, the watch-word for the progress ofAboriginal
people was 'self-government'. But this is only one piece ofa larger undertaking - the restoration of
nations, not as they were, but as they canbetoday. Land and economic vitality areessential for
successful, hard-working governments. Whole, healthy, hopeful people are more vital still.

The Commission proposes a 20-year agenda for ohange, encompassing these things and more. In just

20 years, therevitalization ofmany self-reliant Aboriginal nations can beaccomplished, andthe
staggering human and financial costofsupporting communities unable to manage for themselves will
end From thattime forward, the return tothecountry will continue to grow.
Thatso much is possible inso short a time is good newsforCanadians.

The changes we propose are not modest. We do not suggest tinkering with the Indian Act or launching

shiny new programs. What we propose is fundamental, sweeping and perhaps disturbing - but also
exciting, liberating, ripe wilh possibilities.

Nor do we propose a setof lock-step directives. We offer a vision of what is possible and lots of ideas

about how to get started. The agenda for change can begin today, and there are many starting places

for it. Indeed, it is already getting started, asgood ideas take shape and gather momentum in Aboriginal
communities from coast to coast to coast.

Yet change must take place at apace that allows Aboriginal people and nations to work through the
pains of rebirth and in away that encourages non-Aboriginal people to participate in it. Transition is

something we must do together.

All of us have a part in securing the new relationship - people and governments, Aboriginal and
non-Abor.g.nal, organizations big and small. We have 20 years of building and experimentation to look
forward to - using, for the first time in many decades, all the energies of Aboriginal people asthey create
and live the dream of a Canada that they can share with others and yet befully athome.

During that time - and beyond it - we can look forward to aCanada that celebrates Aboriginal heritaoe

and draws strength from Aboriginal peoples asfull partners in a renewed federation.
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